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in Ourleth Year

Hyden Parade To Greet
Nixon's Visit To Kentucky
By SY-RAP,1SEY
local officials who said federal revenue
London airport,about 50 miles away,on
Associated Press Writer
sharing funds which he controlled when
a flight from California.
WIDEN, Ky. (AP) — ForrLr
president made the building possible.
After a parade through London,
president Richard Nixon wes to be
Residents say the town has never
driven
this
be
•
to
was
to
Nixon
wity_mwiachian town 131500,1bere he and
silteli(enhonored with a parade in rura
teen cleaner,. although stickets
tueky today-amid bigctty style
promoting Nixon's visit were plastered
his party were to spend tbe night at the
for his first public address since
allover the area and a huge welcoming
town's only motel.
resigning almost four years ago.
Another parade .Sunday and the. billtoard dressed the front of the
After a series of gatherings comcourthouse.
dedication activities were expected to
memorating the centennial of heavilyThe new town pride, the Nixon
draw up to 30,000 people. Nixon will
Republican Leslie County, Nixon, who
recreational complex, includes the
speak in the new bulktnig's gymwon't be accompanied by his wife, Pat,
gym, a swimming pool, a bathhouse
nasium, which seats only 4,000 and is
will dedicate a new recreational
and a meeting center.
not air-conditioned. Those invited will
complex on Sunday that is named Mins
have 'security clearances scrutinized.'
honor.
__Abeut 30 Special deputies were sworn_ --Nixon will find overnight ae't, In to boost county security forces, and
An aidetn11-.S:ftep:TIM Let-Carter,
corrunodations spartan at the 40-roomsaid Nixon's speech at the
Appalachian Motel, a rustic, woodstate patrolmen were to set up roaddedication of the $2.2-million building„ blocks to prevent possible dem- shingled building where a buffet lunch
HOT AUTO—Calloway County Fire-Rescue Squad volunteers are shown extinguishing a car fire that destroyed an
will be non-partisan. Nixon has conof fried chicken and vegetables coats
onstrators from entering the city.
auto belonging to Mr. and Mrs. Parvin Hill of Almo Friday afternoon on U. S. 641 north of Murray. Mrs. Hill was
sulted with the congressman on the
Of lass than $3.
request,
came
tg
the
Nixon
visit
The
driving, authorities said. She sustained minor burns to the hand. Authorities said the fire apparently started with an
speech-, according to Carter aide
electrical short tinder the dash in the car. Traffic was blocked almost an hour before the car was removed
-Johanna ScIrambling.
The former president, accompanied
Staff Photo ay Geite McCutcheo;v". by Secret Service agents, was to land at
z

MTàBrayer Denies Atkins' Charges Th at
W-0-king With Demo Headquarters
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — 'ate
Commerce Commissioner -'terry
McBrayer has -denied a charge by a
political opponent that he is working
hand in glove with gate ,Denxinnitic.,_
headquarters to further his Democrat*.
candidacy for governor.
"I have seen no special favors
whatever coming out of headquarters,"
he said during a news conference"
Friday at which he announced he would
resign Aug. 1.
The allegation was made Wednesday
night by State Auditor George Atitinin
an anti-administration candidate who.
held his first public fund-raising rally.at
Lexington.
McBrayer,the favorite of Gov. Julian
Carroll, acknowledged he expects
Carroll's backing and said he would re-

turn to his former law firm at Greenup
missioner, a former top Carroll aide
McBrayer predicted that despite thee
rather than to prestigious Louisvilleand legislator, estimated it would take- crowded candidate market, only two or
based firm which hasome state
as much as $800,000 to wage a viable
three would be able to survive by next
contracts.
campaign for governor merely-for the
year "because there is not enough__
"We'd just see additional hawthorn' • Democratic primary nextilder,.- and-be
Money in the state."'
and charges (if that were done)," he - implied that Atkins never could obtain
But,.he added, lq welcome any of,
commented.
that much:
those
McBr
w,t
tinwhcate to run."
McBrayer indicated he would anAlready announced and campaiening
r read a statement which
nounce for governor sometime in the
actively is former Louisville Mayor
glowing y reviewed activities during"
fall. Atkins' office said Friday the
Harvey Sloane, who is believed to
his/18 months as commerce cornauditor will announce Aug. 4.
well-heeled finanotedly.
oner, then said "the time has
McBrayer heaped scorn on his rival's
First DistrictCongressman Carroll
come to seek larger challenges."
attempt to raise money, contending the
Hubbard,
another
Democrati
He gave no indication of who might het.
first "statewide" effort was a financial
prospect, has scheduled a series of
chosen by the governor as new comflop.
news conferences around the stat ext
merce conirnissioner.
Atkins hassaid-the rally was regional
Thursday and Friday, pr
.1,1y to
McBrayer is taking withliisseeefike4
atidtriitar ones will be held around the
reveal any gubernatorial p s.
state. He claimed to have raised about
U. Gov. Thelma Stovall announced
$30,000.
dalrjat
edie
many months ago she would tun for :
dosfal Yoifit trtl
111tr
l
i l=t
The 41-yearAdd commerce corngovernor.

a

Project Is Designed For Gifted, Talented
By KAYE PEEBLES
Project Independence, a program
-designed for gifted and talented
- students of the Murray Independent
School system, has recently been
• awarded a 921,000 grant by the Keeltucky Department for Elementary and
Secondary Education.
The application for funding was the
result of work by a committee formed
of teacher representatives from each of
the city schools and chaired by the
supervisor of instruction, Margaret
Franklin. Ms. Ernmy Edwards served
on the sernmittee as a parent
representative and wrote the final

iroposal. Ms. Edwards has formerly
- written federal program9 in Arkansas.
A needs assessment conducted by the
dimmittee using other school personnel
-skived that in grades .24 the percentage of Murray students-who scored
in the 8th and 9th stanine on an
achievement test was consistently
higher than woad be expected: se-carding to national norms.
The committee also theorized, based
on research;the Murray School district
has more gifted and talented students
than would be expected in a community
this size due to -Thn higher-socioeconomic and educational levels
characteristic of Murray. Outstanding .

Government May HaveTo
Put Brakes On Economy
WASHINGTON (AP) — Prices and
interest rates are continuing to rise,
worsening fears they could push the nation into a recession if the upward
spiral is not halted soon.

today's index
One Section-14 Pages
9
Business Page
11,12, 13
Classifieds
11
Cornice..
11
Crosswords
a
Dear Abby
14
Deaths & Funerals
10
.
Fins
2
Horoscope
2
Well
Stay
Let's
Local Scene
OpThion Page
8,7
.Sports

hot and humid
Partly cloudy with a chance cif
thunderstorms today, tonight and
Sunday. Thunderstorms most
numerous 'during the late afternoon and evening. Continued
hot and humid with highs today
and Sunday in the low,to mid 90s.
Lows tonight in the low to mid
7- Winds, light southerly today
and tonight. Chances of
precipitation are 40 percent
today

Chairman G. Williag Miller of
the Federal Reserve Board- was.
overruled Friday by the rest of the
board when it approved another in
crease in interest rates.
The government, meanwhile, said
consumer prices increased another 0.9
per cent in May,the same advance as in
April. Prices were sharply higher for
food, housing and new cars.

achievements 11.__Murray students,
including -twii National Merit.
Scholarship winners of 15 winners in
Keritikky, were also ciUsclin the needs
asseSsment.
'
As stated in theptOposal the primary
goal of Project Independence will be
."th crliite a stimulating and enriching
learning emrtronpent, in which the
gifted and ta1ened students in the
Murray schools re encouraged and
challenged to explore their academic
and creative abilities and to become
self:direeted learners."
,
— Mktg the ptintdpal objectives of
the program are to hire a cordinator ofgifted and talented programs and -to
select teachers who will participate in
the program; to develop and implement screening and identification
procedures; to provide teachers and
other certified personnel with inservice programs and activities related
to the gifted and talented; and to
provide the gifted and talented with
special learning materials, resources

N5-,-ilitiary Hess, lett,. and Debbie Gadbefty, members of the
loway County Humane Society, tease a couple of kittens housed at the
etter. Persons may have the kittens or puppies isy,special arrangement
with the shelter.

Calloway Anim I Shelter'
Now_Qperi and Operating

Humane Society volunteers keep the
shelter open from 6 until 8 in the
With the recent ,completion and evening and ,from 10 anti] 12 on
opening of the Calloway Cbunty Animal Saturday mornings. At these times,
'
-awl _opportunities.
Shelter, great advances in Murray and perms interestedin adopting a pet can
ants
_ The program will include
Calloway County have been made view the animals available. Eva Crank.
of the
from grades 1-12 and will con
toward control and treatment of of the Humane Society is the shelter
coordinator working with élassroorn
•
animals.
teachers to identify the gifted and
__— director.
The animal cages, both for cats find
The animal shelter was built by
talented students, write individual
-Calloway County from county funds dogs, are cleaned twice daily. The
educational plans for the students and
also fed twice daily with
and is located on East Sycamore Street," animals
to evaluate and select appropriate
Extended. Through an agr6igiggt with the dog ood being furnished by
materials. Field trips and community
the Calloway County Fiscal Court, the Calloway County.
and university resouites will also be
Calloway Caunty Humane Society is
• Daily records are kept :on each
used.
supervising the operations of the animal housed in the shelter. When an
Grants for the program were
naimla shelter. Three regular • staff animal is-dropped off at the shelter or
awarded on a competitive basis.
picked up by the dog warden, inmembers of the animal shelter are now
Murray was one-of-two sr4.:01 districts
maintaining regular business hours, 8 formation is gathered concerning the
in Western iteraucky to be funded. The
a.m. until 5 p.m. Monday through
condition of the animal and if there is
proposals were critiqued and assigned
Friday.
any disease present that needs treatnumerical values for each of eight
• parts. Of a possible 200 total points,
Warren Hale, salaried by Calloway ment.
Coutny CETA Title VI and city funds,is
• Murray's'proposal received 164 points.
If one decides in adopt ti pet from the
•
•-In--discussing the program, Mrs.
now headquartered at the shelter. The
Franklin stated,"We are very plea-set: city of Murray k furnishing Hale with. -animal shelter, the standard shots will
be given to the animal at the shelter for
to have been selected as one of the
pick-up truck.
a reasonable cost of $4 for cats and $7
gifted talented recipients. Project
Jane Buchanan, Calloway County
for dogs.
Independence will make it possible for
CETA Title II employee, assists with
Stray animals cab be reported,to the
our teachers to further meet the inrecord keeping and has also been
staff of the animal shelter by calling
dividual needs of our students."
trained-by a veterinarian, Dr. Charles
750-4141. Also, unwanted animals may
. Warner, to treat animals for diseases
be dropped off at the shelter during
and administer some medication.
regular office hours or during the
Julie Spradling, from the office of
Humane Society's adoption hours. It is
Manpower Services, alai) helps in
prohibited, however, to drop off
record keeping-as well as caring for the
animals at any other time.
animals
By invNrE B.GORDON

Treasury Secretary W. Michael Blumenthal expressed disappointment at
the latest cost-of-living figures, which
showed prices had increased at an
annual rate of 10.2 percent in the first
five months of the year.
If inflation stays in the double-digit
range, there is almost. unanimous
agteement among economists that the
government will have to put brakes on
the economy,talking the Fronted of a
new recession, probably next year.
Another bad economic sign Friday
was the continued climb in interest
rates. Most of the nation's Large
commercial banks raised their prime
lending rites — those charged their
most creditworthy borrowers
(1
percent, up from 8% per rent.
Hours later, the Finland Reserve
Board pproved lin increase in thit
discount rate to 71
/
2 percent, up Preen 7
percent and the highest rate in 31
/
2
years. The discount rate is the interest
charged on loans to the Federal
Reserve's member banks.

EXAMINATION -.Jane Buchanan, a Calloway County Corftprehensive fmfiloyment Training Act (CITA) Title N worker, examines a dog brought_ to
the shelter.
photovey lennie t Cordon

DOG WAROff,4—Warren Hale, Calloway County dog warden, is shovyn
trying to coax a (cog into one of the special cages at the newly built animal
sheheriltanding with him is Italie Spradling who works at the shelter.
t
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Let's Stay Well

Kathleen Jones Group of •
Solar demonstration will be
throughout the First Baptist Church will meet
Conducted
• •
hours of one to five p.m. at at the home of Lorene Swann
her body.
When the thyroid secretion
It. writes that
Q;
Center Station, Land Between at 7:15 p.m.
A: Thyroxine, -a __hot,. is deficient,
it can be supshe has been taking thymone, is normally pro- plemented
tie Lakes.
by thking thyroid tablets for a long time • duced by thethyroidgland,
All offices in Calloway
Orientation for incoming
roid extract. Fortunat
and wonders if she will
County Court House, will bea butterfly-shaped organ m it usually
transfer
and
freshmen
can be taken
continue taneeill thisniedithe lower part of the front mouth on a
'students at Murray State closed today..
daily basis and
eine. Sometimes she
Twilight Cabaret will
of the neck. This hormone is relativety
Central Shopping Ctr., Murray,Ky.
inexpensive.. perform at the old beach area University will continue
misses a dose and cannot
passes frpm the thyroid When
Tuesday,July 4
Today.
the
proper
dose
is at Kentucky Dam Village
tell the difference in the
gland directly into the used,
Derby Day will be held at
metabolism is re- State Park at 8:30 p.m...
a ay- she feels.
blood.
_ Traveling exhibit provided the Oaks Country Club with a
.
stored to normal, and no$he asks for an eiplanoThe principal action of symptoms are
by the Kentucky Arts Com- .golf scramble at ten a.m. and
noted. It
(ioa of what thyroid does in
Activities at Kenlake State
thyroxine, an iodine-conSUNDAY-MONDAY-TUESDAY ONLY
takes a number-of weeks to Park will have the theme of mission entitled "Artist and picnic at 6:30 p.m.
tatting chemical is to intell the difference when "Grease Day" with wall Idea" will be displayed at the
crease the rate at which
-Clara M. Eagle Gallery of the
cells of the body burn oxy- thyroid extract it -discon- graffitti in hotel meeting room
tinued while it is needed.
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center,
gen. This boring process is
at
ten
a.m.,
Minnesota
fats
Once a person has a thyMurray State University,
called metabolism.
roid-deficiency, it usually pool training in game room of starting today through July 31.
, Metabolism ['nay be too _persists
-.
hotel
p.m.;
at
one
hula,
hoop
for years.
high from a thyroid gland
• - •
contest at hotel pool at two • Sunday July 2
that secretes too much dr
Since an excess or *H- p.m.; gang war at camGospel singing will be held
an abnormal kind thyrox- ciency of thyroid produces pground bathouse at three
Murray Postoffice will
Me, resulting in hyperthy- signs and symptoms, p.m.; howdy doody time for at two p.m. at the Blood River
closed today with no city
roidism.-This condition re- which are often seen in children, ages three to six, at Baptist Church.
rural mail delivery.
suits M a faster-'pulse, other diseases, a special
hotel front lawn at 4:30 p.m..
excessive sweating, a feel-, blood test is needed to
Lakeside
Singers
will
sing
at
ing of intolerance to warm measure the activity of the sock hop at hotel meeting Lake Barkley State Park
Senior Citizens office will be
at
surroundings,. tremor of thyroid gland. After such room at seven p.m.; magical g:30a.m.
closed today.
the muscles, weight loss testing, the appropriate mystery show featured
" SPECIAL HOLIDAY HOURS
and nervousness.
dose can be prescribed if Lawrence '(regory at hotel
Twilight
Cabaret
will
meeting root!) at 8:30 p.m.
, Such an elevated
thyroxine is needed. It
SUNDAY-. 1 PM.to 5PM-.
perform at old beach area at
-olism places an inereased should never be taken exHOSPITAL PATIENT
Hardin
School
Alumni
Kentucky
Datn
Villary
State
-MONDAY t--9-AM.
demand on the, heart. cept on_preseription-by--a-----ea-Roy Maness of Attno Routeunion *1Thbe held at the Park at1:30 p.m.
Treatment
directed to physician.
One
has
been
dismissed
from
TUESDAY: 10 A.M.to6 P.M.
Marshall County High School
cutting down on' the
Western
Baptist
Hospital,
with
activities
to
start
at
three
Open /haus. sat The
-amount of thyroxine from
Paducah.
P.m.
flonieplace in the Land
OW thyroid by medicine or
Between The Lakes will be
by surgery so that the
from two to five p.m.
metabolism is at or below
normal.
• _
Activities at Kenlake State
When the thyroid .does
Park
will be inter faith worenough
thyroxsecrete
not
ship services at campground
ine, the metabolism isamphitheater at 8:30- anin.,;-lower than normal, resultFmces Drake
closest-to-the-hole contest at
ing in a sense of chronic
golf- course Trom -atm a.m. to
1atigue,. an intolerance to
—
PROUDLY ANNOUNCE THE
FORSUNDAY,JULY.2_,1978 , prevail, so be mindful. Avoid
five p.m.; waterballoon toss at
cold and a readiness to
OPENING OF THE
What kind of day will gossips and rumor-mongers.
gain weight. A low-grade,
hotel front lawn at one p.m.;
AQUARIUS
la
la
iron-deficiency anemia tomorrow be? To find out what t Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) 'tfZi
ice cream eating contest at
may be associated with-a- the stars say, read the forecast
hotel patio room at two. p.m.; _
out
should
h
turn
day
This
rel
low thyroid activity. Some given for your birth Sign
critter hunt aithree p.m. and
satisfactorily if you are master
women with this condition
of your emotions under all
critter race at 3:30 p.m. a -'SPECIALLY FOR THE PRACTICE OF
circumstances. Especially
have a tendency to infertilcampground bathhouse;
ity .and notice difficulty in
Capitalize on your clear-cut, favored: family concerns and
Junior fishing derby at hotel— .
getting pregnant. Menstru- smart perceptions. Direct yotir creative interests.
playground at 430 p.m.; Walt
LOCATED ON THE SOUTH SIDE OF THE --ation may be fre or exces- versatility into productive' PISCES
_
Disney's move, "Third Man
Feb. ZO to Mar-2,0i.
__._ • _ _ chamois_ .sa_
sive.
BIG MACS-SPORTING ai-ODS
.
. _ ----Shun controversies. which - -Mr-The Mountain" at hotel-.
..
day'
lip_time
and
Merely . take
meeting room at eight
TAURUS
dissipate energies. Change your. • rock concert by Barbary
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
Continue toward your small mode • of approach if the oe-.
Hawk, formerly Flyer, at"
Murray,Kentucky
wen if you have not yet attained • casion demands.
•
beach at nine pin.
positive resulW An influential
firm, taililtRAY
YOU-1301IN TODAY are
OPEN 8:00
friend may lend" helping hand.
BEGINNING
inclepdendence United •
affectionate and domestically ''•
I GEMINI
START8:40
are
endowed
inclined;
with
located
•
Church,
Methodist
- •-_--illotay 22,ta June 21)
•
east of Almo, will have special
.
You will have access to some great integrity, loyalty and
(.enterioial services all day at
unusual gains now if you move compassion for your fellowman.
Phone Day and Night
Your versatility is outstanding,
with forethought and know-how.
the church.
than
ambitious
you
are
less
but
Begin helptul diacusslons, and
most of your fellow Cancerians
stick with any trying matters
..
Monday,July 3
and, unless. you can conquer
THE PRESENT OFFICE WILL BE CLOSED
that may still need care.
.
10 15
strong tendencies toeard
Meeting of Executive Board
ti441 12:16Fri.4 Set.
CANCER
--BEGINNING JULY 1,1978
'
WELCOME TO THE
lethargy and indifference, will
of Murray Woman's Club
--.-Lisies-22-to Jaily13')' •410. -.)
potential.
reach
y't-Jr
full
never
23RD CENTURY.
Not a day for forcing issues or
postponed until July 10.
Reddy McDowell
Once having found incentive,
deliberately bringing up conthere
are
no
heights
Ryan
however,
Miami
troversial subjects. Hold your
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free
you cannot attain - especially
peace for the time being.
and Accepted Masons will
in the fields of education, riaielc
-. LEO
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge
science or sociology. You air
July 24 to Aiiii..23)
highly intuitive and an excellent
hall with work in the first
A. bit. of news received
organizer, but may need
degree.
unexpectedly could have a
_
assistance when it comes to
execution oryour plans. Here it „.
Boolt Adgit
-would be well to choose a mare
Discussion Group will meetat
dynamic
indisisluelz•z•-•.--seven p.m. at the Calloway
preferably a Leoite alinArien
VIRGO
- to aid you. Birthdate of: Olav ..totirity public Library.
rirt
lAug. 24 to Sept. 23
1.
V, Norwegian king.
Your perceptiveness not as
keen as ualial. Care Be sure to
OTHER SPECIALS THROUGHOUT STOFIE
• tate- all factors into account
%/06T WOMEN DRFAM
mEtft..,FANTASIE.s
when siting up unexpected
MIS WOMAN
situations.
•
LiVES THEWLIBRA
-Eiegarit sex that g
( Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
all the
A sense of responsibility and
Frances Drake
&LOWpluck Will be needed now
FOR MONDAY,JULY 3, 19711
A hunch could pay off now Situations may not work out as
What, kind of dity'will especially in 'career matters.
expected. Don't panic: -step
Retlintl
tomorrow be' To find out what But be:. sure you are Seeing
cautiously, knowingly.
theaters say, read the forecast persons and situations in a
SCORPIO
given for your birth Sign.
realistic light.
(Oct. 24 to Nov.
In/etC
What is significant to you may
SAGnmutnis
ARIES
not be to others, so be careful, ( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
t Nov. -23-hr-Dec.
how you express your viewsand [ Personal relationships under,
You max be concerned ahiV__
don't PRESS for results: - • -something of a cloud. fte -• `cert
-a
- angles o( a situation.
Insight
IS available, but you'll
especially
careful
in
family
SAGITI'ARIUS
help and knowledge of
iw
discussions
the
lest
need
emotional
(Nov, 23 to Dec. 21) *ir
an expert to attain it.
You may have to do some tensions build up.
CAPRICORN
extra maneuvering, revise TAURUS
‘
f4
21 to May 21)
) Dee, 22 to Jan. 20) '
some plans. Don't go too far out )Apr.
A good day for business enUnder fine stellar influences,
on a. limb, however. Stability
terprises. You may get some ' you should be alert, eager and
needed.
information
you have been
enthusiastic. Especially
Each Feature
CAPRICORN
STARRING
business matters,
seeking
for
some
favored
time.
Dont
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20
Shown Once
ELENA GLENN
how
makeever, decisions hastily,
finances, real estate deals.
Don't
anticipate
problems.
Each NITE
A GROUP 1 PRESENTATION
AQUARIUS
•
Study, act, think in a careful
• Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
manner. Mixed influences GEMINI
22 to June 21)
Your planets now stimulate
initiative, creativity; also help
One of your top days for attainment, but strengthen
you to handle tedious tasks with
brighter spirit. Use your talents
present status before tackling
Prot
new ventures. Use that exastutely'.
Info
PISCES
traordinary good judgment of
753 3314
[ Feb. 20 to Marnilj XCI
yours.
Some changing' conditions, 'CANCER
KRISTOFF-ER.30Si and MacG'RAW...
II
nig
(June
22
M
July
23)
new trends indicated, You won't
*
•
Z
way!
ain't nathin'genna get in their
ADULTID al
MUDS:
1)001-s
Curb a present tendency to
like them all immediately, but
"borrow" trouble. Tact and a
many are better than they
WILLIAM HOLDEN
firm handling-of your program
appear et a- glance. 'Study
LEE.everything carefully.
can control situations and bring
GRANT
you the dividends due.
LEO
YOU .„BORN TODAY' are
endowed with a great love of the
(duly 24 to Aug. 23)
theater and, if properly trained
Some adverse influences,
in early years, could excel as an
especially as related to
actor, director or producer of
financial affairs. Not a day for
taking any chances with present
plays, or as a dramatic critic.
assets.
You also have a talent for-ONO*
John
writing and would make an
VIRGO- Ti avolt P4cocion.John
excellent journalist or novelise.
28-38
(Aug 24 to Sept. 23) rrPt't1
other , fields suited to your
Fine stellar aspects' enabilities' finance, insurance,
courage your creative instincts.
publishing, chemistry,
Also favored: romance, family
engineering or designing. On
concerns and cultural ac:
•
the personal -side, you are af
Is1099
fectionate, lenerout,' sym[ARRA.
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 234. 4
pathetic.- A, devote(' spouse erld
irl
inse1d144e;Aewever,Try to have a,talk with parsons important • to your intendenCias toward jealousy and,
hypersanidtvity. BIrthdate of:
terests. A bit of diplomatic
maneuvering could have fiii4
King Louis XI. of Front*;
Late Show fel& Eat. 11148
on )NTEIKO c
Grattan,
Irish
results. But avoid intrigtseHenry
ADULT UITENTAIIINEDT 18 er be,%II
Ju'Iy 4
Open 10 a.m -4 p.m
statesman; John Mason Brown,
SCORPIO
(Oct. 2C to Nov. 22) nireW•••
drama critic.
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Looking Back
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10 Years Ago
The bodi di a Fort Campbell soldier
drowned June 30 in Keatucky Lake was
recovered by rescue workers that
rught. He was Sgt. Walter R. Bryan, &ge
31.
First U. LaVella H. Reed, daughter
Of Mrs. Opal Hicks of Murray, was
graduated from the Women's Army
Corps Officers Basic coign at Fort
McClellan, Ala., on June 14..

Elected as new officers of the
Murray-Calloway County Civil Defense
Rescue Squad were Edwin Jennings,
Col. John Thompson, Mike Lyons,
James Bogard, Hugh Deering, and
Jerry McCoy.
Mr. and Mrs. Otis Falwell announce
the engagement and. approaching
marriage of their daughter, Patsy
Carol, to Danny-II-van Pittman, son of

Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Pittman.
'Linda Southard of. the Memorial
Baptist Church Young Wornen'a
Aasociation attended YWA Week at
ftidgecrest Baptist Assembly, North
tarolina.
Jennis and Billy Lindsey of Hazel
Park, Mich., are guests of their uncle
and aunt, Mr. and Mrs. Leonard
Crawford.

20 Years Ago
College Field July 7, 8, and 9 according
to Farm Director Walter Shannon.
John Harvey Perkins wae master of
ceremonies and Modean Grogan,
worthy matron, presided at the
Friendship Night held by Temple Hill
Chapter No. 511 Order of the Eastern
Star.
Jerry Don Duncan was honored

Mrs. Walter Lee Hughes and children
of Ashton, W, Va., are the guests of her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Garland.
Coffee, American Ace, is advertised
at 75 cents per pound in the ad for
Parker's Food Market this week.

for redecoration of the county courthouse had planned for the work on the
exterior of the building.
— Officials of the—Murray Electric
System said today that work is
progressing satisfactorily on the150,000
expansion program begun here a few
months ago.

The Rev. L. G. Novell of Mayfield is
the evangelist at the revival at the West
Fork Baptist Church, according to the
Rev. E. A. Somers, cagrph pastor,
Mr. and Mrs. H.___C. Corn and
daughter, Jean, have returned from a
visit with relatives in Liatisville.
-

The WS.W.. D.Grissum of leemphis,..
Tenn., will'be the speaker at the revival '
services at the Kirksey Methodist
Church to-open on.July 6, according to
_the pastor, the Rev. Johnson Easley.
Murray will be one of the sites of the
Cardinals tryout camps when the St.
Louis Redbirds will rook for ,potential •
big league talent at Murray State

recently with a surprise party on his
thirteenth birthday.

30 Years Ago •
Calloway County Judge Pink Curd
said this morning that the committee
Pr. Ralph H. Woods, president -of
Murray State College, returned to Ake
campus yesterday after spending three
months in Greece on a mission for the
United States State-Department.

40 Years-Aan
AU-totmty one and two
room schools will open for 1938-39
School year on July 11, according ,to T.
C. Arnett, county school superintendent.
Deaths reported this week include
James Fleming Hays, age 65, Wilson
Imes, age 57, Thomas Alvis Jones, age
59, and Edward Card, age 22, the latter
death due to unjurles sustained in a carwagon accident.
Enrolled at the Murray Training
School for summer session are 190
pupils, according to Cannon Graham.
principal.
Burton Young of New Concord was

Murray State athletes will henceforth_
be called "Thoroughbreds" as they
„‘take part in football, basketball, and
baseball games of the college, according tucoach Carlisle Cutchin who
said that Priakitait Rainey T. Wells had
officially adopted "thoroughbreds" as
the playing named -for the athletic
contestants.
Dr. Rob Mason,Dr. E. B. Houston, W.
S. Swann, and 0. L. Boren attended the
Rotary International Club meeting held
Att MinneapolLs, Minn., and made a
reliort to the Murray Rotary' Club at the
.meeting held this week.

. Yellow Fever
At Hickman
Many times, when I am copying a
cemetery, 1 will be puzzled by the
number of people who seemed to have
died in the same period of time. One of
these time periods, of course, was late
1918 and early 1919— whit% led to my
investigation of the Spani*i Influenza
Epidemic of 1918.
But it seems that Kentucky was
visited many times in earlier periods by
other epidemics. In August 18Th, an
epidemic swept over Kentucky,
. killing
some 200 people in a period of two
months. It was the yellow fever
epidemic, whiCh had started in New
Orleans and had beenbrought up the
river. The hardest hit town was Hickman, Kentucky, which accounted for
150 of the 200 deaths. It was a river town
Where many steamers
stopped; and
before the plague ran its course, every
family Who'retnained in the town was
touched. by death.

One thing that made this epidemic
elected as a member of the Calloway
truek drivers, have-Tetiitned Trom
notable was if.; loss of physicians. It
County Board of Education to replace trip of over three thousand miles to.
--seems that physiciaikusuagy escape
Mrs. Esaie Blalock who resigned.
Miami, Fla., and New Orleans, La. An
contracting diseases while treating
Debating for the first time a joint
account of the truck trip, written by patients,
but in this epidemic, every
Cambridge-Oxford
team
Robert Calton, is published this week. doctor in the vicinity
from
but one died, plus
England, Murray State College will
Loretta Baucum, Thomas Hamlin, several who had come
from other
engage in its eighth -international
R. T. Baucum, Perry Baucum, Robert places to aid
the sick. Dr. Carter
forensic encounter here this fall, Coach
Fielder, W.H. Finney, and Elva Bailey, Blanton died September
13, and Dr.
1„.1..Hortin has announced.
all of New Concord, presented a special Henry
Catlett soon after. - Next to
Miss Rudean Neale, daughter of
musical program at the meeting.ot the succumb
was Dr. g. C. Prather on
Mr. and Mrs. Laymond Neale, was Murray Rotary Club: They were
inmarried June 26 to Cleo Sykes, son of ---froduced by Ds,0. C. Wells who wag in
Mrs. Minnie Sykes.
charge of the.program.
Murray Ledger & Times
Twenty-nine members of the Kirksey
"Second Honeymoon"starring
Chapter of the Future Farmers Qt
Tyrone Power, Loretta Young, Stuart
Walter I. Apperson
America, along with J.L. Crass, ad- :-.4111•Wiri, and Claire Trevor is sialtria„
•
•
K. Gene 5,11cCutcheon
visor, and Theron and Carlin
the Capital Theatre.
The Murray Ledger 1. Times is published

50 Years Ago
Deaths reported this week included
Mrs. J. M. Sexton, age 83.
Special remodeling is nowbeing done
on the First Methodist Church, Murray.
The church is now meeting for serviceS
at the Murray High School building.
Elected as officers of tlie Calloway
County Jersey Cattle Club were G. B.
Scott, H. G. Gingles, and S. E. Wrather-.
Calloway County School Superintendent R. E: Broach said teacher
examinations will be given July,12 and
13. He also said all elementary4eachers
will hold special Meetings on July 5 and
6.

Special &wimmihg and diving stunts
will be featured at the Shady Dip
Swimthing Pool, Murray, on July 4,..
according to H. T. Waldrop, manager. _
Will Higgins Whitnell, John T. Wall,
Purdon Outland; Ben Berry, and
Robert Swann-hatte left for a western
and southern trip.
Farmer-Purdon Motor Company has •
the new Chevrolet coach car advertised
at $585 in thisid this week.
— "Get Your Man" starring Clara BOW
and Charles Rogers in showing at the
Capitol Theatre.

%twin

even afternoon except Sundays, July 4, Christmas Day,, New Ye'ar s Day and Thanksgiving by
Murray Newspapers, Inc., 103 N. 4th • St., _
Murray Ky. 42071.Sccond Class Postage Paid at
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September 18.
totaling some $12,000 a magnificent One physician, Dr. James W. Farris, aim for those days.
who lived in Missouri beyond the reach
A report written in 1878 on the
of the sickness, was called into its midst epidemic reported several interesting
by the illness of his brother, who was findings in its efforts to trace the
0414 doctor. Dr. A. A. Farris was ill source of the disease. It seemed that
with the disei;e,-but had a family on August 3 and several sUbseauent
dependent upon him. For this reason, occasions, steamers had landed at the
tds brother; Or. Jim begged him to public wharf, letting out people who
leave while he still had a chance to live. went into the town. Two of the boats
Dr. Jim, who was single, stated that hp --soon afterward developed yellow fever
would.takehia place, since he had no aboard. And the two Hendricks
dependents. He lived two weeks, and children, who were first to contract the
was mourned by those who knew of his disease had both been aboard
brave sacrifice.
steamers selling zpples. They had also
attended band practice, evidently
Another ,hrother in Miarsouri who was
spreading the -contagion among the
drawn to Hickman was Dr. Hugh
Prather. He came to nurse his brother. town children and to the band memhem of whom five out of six died.
D. R. C. Prather, contracted the
disease and returned home only to die.
lbfiny possible solutions were adNext of the physicians togo was Dr. vanced as ways of controlling the
W. D. Corbett. For six weeks he battled disease. The connection between good_
the scourge alone, after many of his sewage disposal and disease_ control
fellow.doctors had all died. Then, when was already seen, but the connection to
the epidemic showed signs of abating, the mosquito had not yet been-noted.
he contracted it and died on October 11. The planting of sunflowers was tried
A week later, Dr. Johli Alexander was with seeming success and was
also struck down by yellow fever and recommended to the people of Hickman. Rigid quarantining was also
died.
strongly
urged. But it was not until the
It _seemed that whatever medical
skills these early physicians had were 20th century that people finally realized
of no use against this deadly plaque. Dr. that it was a certain type of mosquito
Luke Blackburn came to Hickman to which was reponsible for the deadly
offer his services to the terrified town. Plaque.
He was a veteran of 18 such epidemics;
with him had come a "Yankee," Dr. J.
,D. 1,c-slie of Lincoln, Nebraska, who
took charge of the hospital while Dr.
Blackburn went from house to house.
The only local physician to survive
the plaque was Dr. A. A. Farris, whose
brother had chosen to die in his place.
Even those who came frpm other places
like Henderson and Louisville died soon
after coming here.
Money and supplies poured into the
town from all over the state, the money

the

Bible Thought
For wherein shall it be known here
that I and "thy people have found
grace in thy sightf kit not in that
thou -goest with us? Romans 33:16
Do those people ivao come in contact' With you daily. know -that you
belong to God because it is obvious
to them that God is with You?
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LOUNGER...featuring
adjustable positions
at head and feet...

ANTI FSErts am wit.

This is a hot summer, and this - heilt'
takes its toll on your car motor. So,
fight boil-over, fight rust and enginedamaging corrosion with Prestone It
winter 'summer concentrate.
1 -gallon jugs.

cleaver that cleans on
cOntact. needs no nnsing Cleans
most washable surfaces 32fluid ouncet

-

Great for those
heavy loads...

Features adjustablevents in hood
and bowl to regulate air Sow. tern- ,
perature and assure desired
smoked flavor One-piec6 hood
gives toll access to cooking area

Style SOO tAlitildnir Basket him Arnoichyare "
Rogers Stone of the Strongest laundry baskets
Made of industrial weight plastic for extra
icing. WAS life. Also very useful for seasonable
storage. Yellow or green. holds I load

EACH
Pine 'POwer from Texizes , the
once-kweek cleaner, cleans,
-;-1:11ilintec4s,'deodorizes 15-fluid

'44AWNWeek,

"If----1POW1067t.

_

Package of _12 dW throned
Pecan Pies thaf is a. deboous
„ pastry for pates,
or lunches.

:i40/10740140042/.

Sturdy, durable. color-resilient, chip proof,
rust prOof., easy-to-carry Great for jobs
around the home. inside or outside 10quart capacity

SAVE 6°

hitieftf.sh
_

FUNNY FACE
DRINK MIX

ner
ofC
teH
.EsA
shine
Fresh fabric
the
Ur
Makes clothes
, smell
freak softens
thorn. Bok
ts.

1,
:4kw

•

kraut KA

4h

storms

_
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EACH
_
The new bath bar that has
real baby oil to keep your

Dial* long-lasting, ,,anti.perspirant/deodorant Spray4115n dry.
Economical, scented, unscented, trese. Net wt 2.5-0z.

SHOWER TO SHOWER®

BODY
POWDER-

ULTRA
NIAX

HERBAL \
slumpoo sm.*
lermuMmed Icor
aye,tem

ShOlVer

dfie,orb

DC,ANT

POWDER

ISoda

-

EACH
--,
Unique deodorant system in.ppw-der to with baking soda- to help
neutraiize odor. not 'just hide it.
'Net wt 13,oz. • .

Cover Girl
Nail Slicks
. EACH Summers Eve is a unique feminine'
hygiene product Ready-to-use, premixed, pre-measure0.. Regular or.
Herbal 4
ounces

7
4

-

Ladies like nice nails - ladies love
"Nail Slicks- for that color that looks
wet even when its-dry!9/3441 oz

'700104eSANZA 4
1 ,
:iiMralank

, ?i\G,y,,. _ ,
.4„.„

P'iineNSWROSW

Q-TIPS®
Cotton Swabs

......

Lovely veloue towel will give a drarnatic new life to your bath.
One side sheared for close-to-skin softness, reverse side
looped for maximum absorbency. Measures 22" x 42". Many
solids or prints to choose from

0-Tips pack of 400 cotton swabs.
Unbreakable with strong firm
atick8 For baby cafe. first led
--or hygiene cans.

,VAiONIA,

EA CH
Curtly
Cured* plastic banctioes
with the exclustve adhesive. e clu
. *Ye Tells
pad, and veritilated

•''"

VeloUr
Wash Cloths
you

For the new expenence inshavin
comfort meneRverywhere are
demanding Aire* twin blade
Wore. •

-

If
like otiVelour bath towels, 1,01-11
just have to have some matching or
contrasting cotton wash cloths.
Looped on both sides for_abscirbancy,
Measure 12" square.

-

Six 'Old Men' Advance

Okker Stuns Fourth-Seeded Vilas
dropped to* one *point in
iuster .Mottram of be.
.involving. Americans. Ilie Na 12t
rt DOBB/N
,
oO
spS
WIN
five gallies.
straight sets.
_Britai
to
was
Romania
of
Narase
Writer
AP.
Newcombe played some
HY'dOubles partner, Hevritt,
WIMBLEDON, Eri4land [gay American Tom Qiikakiatin
tennis in beating Dent,
superb.
The
going strong at 38.
isp) — With numerous young and, John Alexander of is- Still
three match points
saved
who
beaten
African
Bob balth South
players emerging every year, Australia was to • face
finally
Newcombe
before
George Hardie of the United
Africa.
o
no one is forgotten quite as
• —_
Okker, who scored a surquiskly as yesterday's,tennis
Borg
an
Meanwhile,
had
prising 6-3, 6-4, 6-2 victory Dow deswell in early rounds.
idol.
ACtin ,over Australian'
vary
etti_
."Ame
—With—stara--like--,Swedeft's ovettio-bi.o-C000d,-Gt1tUortoo
McNamara,6-2,6-2,6-4.
in the third 37, also proved the value of Peter
Bjorn 'Borg, 22, Jimmi--Vlialroi Argentina
seeded third,
Gerulaitis,
Connors, -25,- - and Vitas rnund, said hit rejuvenated experience by beating two. crushed Sherwood Stewart,
th
with
do
to
much
had
. form
:
Geiebeitilc-v:•—oasthg the
younger Americans. Mike also of the United States, 94,
Fishbach and Van Winitsky,in
game's highest honors, there Wimbledon atmosphere.
6-2. •
would •seem little room at the _--- "The - center court at- his opening matches. Three other seeds won
•
32. won his first two Friday.
.
top for the over-30s.
Mayer defeated Mirk
mosphere gives you a push,"
the
faces
now
but
matches
tali.:
Wimbledon
• The 1978
of Australia 6-4,6—
"It brings beck-the
gdmondson
he
unenviable task of meeting- 2, .4-6, 6-2. Raid Ramirez of
nnament haproved there is. - - --desire to win.
Six- players-over the age of - "Ten or so years ago I.went Borg in the third round.
Mexico eliminated Rod
Tat had progressed Friday into out with a desire to win- every • Both Newcombe and Okker Frawley of Australia 6-4, 7-5,
the third round of the men's match. Now you win, or you already have won their third- 6-3, and Alexander downed
. singles, and two 34-year-olds. lose.round matches. Newcombe Anand Anultraj of India 5-7,6John _Newcombe of Australia
Okker has not been seeded defeated his compatriot Phil 3,74,6-2.
and Tom Okker of The here in two years and never Dent 6-1, 1-6, 6-4, 6.4, but
In the women's singles,
Netherlands. had reached the has wort the we,
Martina
second - seed
final 16.
• was the biO,gest upset of the Navratilova
beat Pam
Wimbledon has had the---1)k
Meanwhile. in today's thirdppy -knack this year of tournamentso far.
Whytcross of Australia 7-5,6round action in men's singles, bringing the best out of a
Okker, once the top player 1. Defending :champion
O'onnors, the '1974 Wimbledon number of the game's „elder in Europe but now ranked Virginia Wade of Britain beat
champion, was to:.play fellow- statesmen.
No--.I04 in the world, played Lesley Bowrey of Australia 6American Tom Gorman,while
Frew McMillan, the 3ft, with amazing zest.
1, 6-4, and six-tithe champion
American Brian Gottfried yearold South African who has
The Dutchman sped about Billie Jean King beat Marie
played • Allan Stone of
.treated singles as an adjunct the court and volleyed- With Pinterotta of Czechoslovakia
Australia and Roscoe Tannerins. Toilbres career,-beat great precis-16ff. At one Sate,
Met Fred McNair in a battle of lbAmericans.
Top-seeded Boeg faced
Jaime Fill()) of Chile, and
Sandy Mayer, played Marty
Riessen in another match
Dean Cherry -Maws the flight of the ball after connecting in the fifth inning of Friday's game with Jackson. Murray split the
Bob Thurman slammed two his second homer with one out two at the plate in the second
game,
raised
tarp-leading
his
twinbill, windmill-7 in the opener and dropping the saiead game 84.home runs and a triple, to tie the score.
.500.
to
average
walked;
Wilson
Bill
After
American
leading Murray
Legion Post 73 to an 8-7, 10- Brad Taylor singled- him to
Tucker 'was the starting
inning win over Jackson, third. That set up Scott hurler for Post73 in the second
--Tenn., Friday night at Holland Tucker's single for the game- game. with Thurman coming
Stadium in the first game of a winning RBI.
on. in relief in thetitth.
Rigtahander Larry Watkins
'doubleheader. Murray
it 5-under, but
Murray hosts Ft. Campbell By FRED GOODALL
leaderihip;surged toward-the 18 the field for awhile as did round
went the distance for Post 73.
dropped the nightcap 8-9.
to a 4-over-par 76
struggled
to a twinbill today at Holland
lead when he dropped a 35-foot Cesar Sanudo, the first-round
AP Sports Writer
Jackson used a home run to scattering 12 hits and allowing Stadium. -Game time is 5:30
strokes behind
three
fell
and
leader.
putt for an eagle on the par-5r
OAK BROOK, Ill,(APj.
take a1--6 into Murray's hall of". only one base on balls.
the leaders.
second
the
started
Sanudo
hole.
12th
-yard
483
Tom
Defending -champion
Thurman, who was one for
the 10th, but Thurman belted
-"I missed a lot of greens but
*Refinishing a Repairs
making
Watson
isn't
ustorn Built Furniture
predictions on what score will tputted real well and made up'
lAntique Brass Hordwor•
Fetzer..
it," said
win the $2...25,000 Western for
*Custom Built Kitchen Cobinats
"Everytime I had a break
•
But he did say that the *1-,, tollay I seemed to take adtereffects Of a- driving rain- -. Vantage of it instead of letting
•
If You WantIt, We'll Get It
storm which interrupted play it get away." •
HANDGUNS-RIFLES-SHOTGOIS-ARMY SURPLUSOne-stroke...,- behind . the
SUPMUZZIELOADERS-REbOADERS-ARCHERY
Hwy.41 So.
LEXINGTON. Ky. (AP) — .strokes, Passing leader Jim could get the ball only to the during the- tourna-thent'sat 141 were Hate
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Irwin, Bill Rogers and Andy
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has captured his ftftb State who bogeyed the last threi'bunker.'llt took hir' n two More tale.
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•
Amateur golf title by two holes.
iiivellaw loth scao Sim* Action $ASOw am
Volpenheiri, 18, could have in a tie at 70 with Louisville's "The rain made the emirse victory in five weeks.
-.224%" Combs Oho ff Sewn $411.10 pies tem
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It
easier.
bit
little
a
.play
Nielsen,_
Lon
Meanwhile,
Cain.
Rick
Friday
won the championship
could
you
and
soft
greens
Craig
Fleckman,
the
Marty
Volpenhein, who will attend
with a one-over-par 73, and
was one-over- going the 16th the University of Kentucky in thrbw the ball right into the Stadler, Wally Armstrongr-green where he took par after the fall, closed out Cain with a 'nog," Watso_ - said Friday'Dave Eighelberger, Charles
bridle on the second hole of a after,firing_a 3-Wider-par 69;-• Coody, TomPirtzer and Allen
missing a six-foot putt.
Musselman was doing no sudden-death • playoff for tying for the 36-hole lead with Miller were two shots off the
Forrest,F•elzer.
pace at 142.
better at that point:missing a second place.
Musselman, who is 15 years "It's hard to predict what
twofooter on__No. 6 and a sixRain delays totaling -nearly
older-than Volpenhein, birdied type of seore will win. If the'
Reiter on No. 14..Ha
to connect With fotir-footers on two of the first three holes greens stay soft, they'll be three, hours slowed play
while Volpenhein was one over lower. H the course dries out Friday and forced toUr ofNos. 16 and 17.
Musselman thought ha was to cut the Fort Mitchell teen- and the greens are hard, you'll ficials to suspend play at 9:24
At Seven Seas
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p.m. EDT. Fifteen golfers
...see higher scores," , said
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lead:
• but recovered nicely for a per had rounds of 73_ 72,•68- and 70
• .
°rime par-72 course where he with three straight birdies
Irwin and Bean were among
Volpenhein had lost the lead was second to Kevin Proctor before faltering* on the 17th
COLD WATER
eight players who held the
on No. 17 when his tee shot two years ago. Volpenhein had hole Which he bogied to back
lead at various times Friday.
--- went into the rough. The shot shot 70, 69, 70 before closing into a tie with Fetzer.
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Trailing by a stroke on No. Cain. Another two strokes
Volpenhein mishit his third back was Bowling Green's
shot into a and trap, then Steve Rogers. Pat Stephens of
Richmond shot a 289 to
become the low junior. He was
two strokes ahead of runnerup Scott Beard of Louisville.

_Thurman.Keys Legion_Split

- Rain Helps Watson Tie Western Lead

Musselman Wins State Am

ROGERS GUN SHOP

penhem

PRICE

--

Delicious Food.
EIJEfl

*ens

Allen M.cClard sad Richard
Bucky combined for a no- hitter and the Pirates rapped
15 hits to bomb the Reds 13-0 in
Little League action Friday
night. In the second game,11w"
Cubs rallied to whip the Cards
10-6.
Jay Wells scored three
.times and Kyle Smith drove in
four runs to lead the Pirates
The Cubs,. tiailing 6-4
heading':into the final inning,
scored/Six times to nip the
•

Wade Smith drove in two
runs for the Cards, while Gutie
Amos had three RBIs'.for the

Rev.flow Joseph

Evangelistic Preaching
Sunday Night through Friday Night
July 2-14:00 P.M.
Special Music Nightly
*HOW ujah.Singers
.Donna Beach & Angela Manning'
'Janice-Hag/es & Barry..Iwph
alife FI•entlifattlif
:j
*Mike Phares

Whiten, Lyons and S Galtran, Allan
/draw* Richard Bury and Randolph
WI 22114 1 t
i Card'
Cubs •
.
- Is.,01S-10 s e
..
anE.S.c& bratinnueh
w ...
i b
Wisitr
- lbw
Gabe Athos

-17
mitlilitrxmiet

Song Leader
. Ron Pace

Friends and Neighbors are invited
The Rev:Ittr. Fred S. French, Minister

•

Highlanders Win
PA.INTSVILLE,Ky.(AP)-Buddy Slemp's ground-rule
doubi,and Roy Dixon's twor
ler highlighted a four__
rut, tifth Inning for Pairittville
as ,the llilanders defeated
Kingsport 8-1 fit Appalachian
League baseball here_ Friday
night.

' Mgve that cooling thermoforevery degree you set the
stat, on up-. . .76. . .78. . .80.
thelpostat above 72. Far.
Sure, you May be a little unexample, going from 72 to 78
• comfortable. But when you
degrees reduces cooling
get your *electric bill, It'll be
-costs-30 percent.
-g time to pat yourself on the
Co ahead. Raise that ther• back. It'll be lower than if you
mostat. So What if you suffer
had cooled at your usual seta little now. Think of how you
ting. Maybe quite a bit Ipwer.
can gloat When ylpu get your
Studies show-that cooling
lower electric bill.
costs drop about percent.;

By JO
AP Spa
One of
rivalries
the Reds
hotter,
cupying •
as firebrin
With a d
of the Reds
up two f
National
San Fran
lost a pair
• Los Ang
games be,
moving int
Reds, whoa
ThOgs s
Cincinnati'
the' Reds
hollering
baseman J
poPPedout
• the secon
flared up w
out in the six
Rose -holt
Dodgers
after the out
his position
seventh, he
heated wo
Monday on
Rose charg
dugout an
restrained
umpire
Coach Prest
In other
Atlanta swe
10-9 and 113-5
_
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Dodgers Kayo Reds, Move Into 2nd

Nets I,Pirates 5
By JOHN NELSON ••
Pair with Philadelphia, on 10 hits in six innings in the 16th of the season, in the
6, Trailing 3-2, New York
AP Sports Writer
winning thi opener 2-0 and opener, and Halicki was opener.
rallied for four runs in the
One of baseball's hottest losing the nightcap 6-5; St. victimized for seven runs on
Philadelphia earned_a split
ninth inning then withstood a
rivalries - the Dodgers vs. Louis edged-Montreal 2-1 in 11) five-hits in three-plus innings in the nightcap with three runs
two-run
Pittsburgh rally. The
little
the Reds - is getting a
innings; the Mets nipped in the second game. Jeff in the top °title ninth.
lists' ninth-inning RBI hits
-hotter, and Pete Rose is oc- Pittsburgh 64, and San Diego Burroughs and Darrel Chaney
Cards 2, Expos 1
were Ed Kranepool's single
cupying his accustomed role defeated Houston 5-2.
homered for Atlanta in the' Bob Forsch, 9-6, scattered
Len Randle's double and
as firebrand.
first gaff*, andZiff Pocoroba six hits before leaving in the singles by Joel
Braves 10-10,_Glants 9-5
Youngblood
With a doubleheader sweep
The Giants got a total of six and Dale. Murphy hit home 10th, and Mike- Tyson's run- and Steve Henderson....
of the Reds Thursday night, 5- honit cling -()Ain
il)e.first_ runs in the second.
• scoring-ase-gavoSt. Louis
Padres 5, Astres .Cubs 2-5,Phila.-4
game and-One in the nightcap
its, victory. Montreal leftOzzie Smith had four hits
up two full 'gimes on the Chicago right-hander Mike
but also got some shaky
National League West-leading pitching
Ross Grirnsley,-11-6, and scored three times as San
by starters John Krukow„making his first start hander
San Francisco Giants, who
no-hitter
going threugb Diego notched its sixth
of the season, tossed a three- had a
Montefusco and Ed Halicki.
aight victory this season
lost a pair tQ Atlanta.
innings
before Ted
.61-3
„Kingman
Dale
and
hitter
er
Houston.
Montefusco
now
gave
up
is
three
six
Angeles
runs
doubled.
Los
smacked a two-run homer, his Simmons
games behind San Francisco,
nieving into second past the
Reds, who are ltt games out.
Things started to heat up in
Cincinnati when a fan behind
By KEN RAPPOPORT
of Steiribrenner. "What he turned back the Kansas City - another in the seventh to give
• the • Reds dugout began
AP Spurts Writer
California a 2-1 lead.
said was as Weak as 4 five- Royals 2-1; the California
Atiollering at Reds second
It's not hard finding Reggie Cent---Packige of Kool-Aid in Angels defeated the Texas
• baseman Joe Morgan after he
Brewers 13, Mariners 3
Jaegeon these days- he's the the
two Rangers .4-2 and
oceati,, with
the
poppet-out for the third time
five were preseisteCinvessis fee eirtsteadhig performing at Murray S
Larry Hisle drilled four hits,
one with the hot temper and teaspoonfuls Of, sugar in Milwaukee Brewers blasted
comp
whidt
concluded Friday. Fred left ere trim &noggin, Vile Greve, M.; Tim Bowies, Wicalifin the second game,and wally
including
two
home
runs,
and
the hot-bat.
• the Seattle Mariners 13-3. The
it...and that's weak.°
fe,-14.; Tim hie*, MergoilleidAly;flaines Fidel, Felton, Ey,: and lanes McClendon, Petit
flared up when Rose grounded
The demonstrative out.. The seat of Jackson's Chicago-Minnesota game. was drove in five runs to lead
out in the sixth inning.
The camp woo cooducted wider the' supervision of Coeds Mike Gottfried and d the Racer
Milwaukee over Seattle.
_2,:embarrased_ and vehemenee stemmed 'from postponed by rain.
Rose-hollered Something at humiltated" by
assistants. 32 cdupers ware in the session.
_
Sim!! Pimas by Tsay Wilson
criticism-from- •disparaging-remarks made try. - -Ortoles3,-Sed Sox!
Dodgers -pitcher Bob Welch
New York Yankee owner Steinbrennet about the' Pat Kelly's single sent home
after the out, and when he took
George Steinbrermer earlier Yankee veterans after --a
winning run In the _UP
- his position at third base in the
in the week, responded hi doubleheader loss to the _inning as Baltimore beat
seventh, he began to exchange
typical dramatic fashion Milwaukee Brewers Weic Boston. The game featurett45
timarreN, Ohio
heated words with Rick
"I'm "TerritertIthrlight -- "In college, the unity and, still enjoy it andihe money is
Friday night.
nesday night. Particularly, he strikeouts lit the Red Sax by Keiin G6vey_bas had
little- --nevt--birt there is still some --comradeship
Monday on - the LA bench.
goal. -That makes itHe -took-out his- anger-and -was highly eritical of .1adnon Mike Flanagan and
- tie to reflect on the past swelling on my
portant,"
he
said.
"You,
live
worthwhile."
-Rorie charged the Dodgers frustration on the Detroit for going tatres
knee.
With
the
-i- in seven at- Stanhouse. •
season when he and his , clinics, I. haven't rested the together, you eat together and
- - --dugout and had to he
Tigers, blasting a grand slam bats.Washington
sRich
after rapf.•
.‘‘.nioa
rR
eind
c ed Dauer,
is
Bullet teammates knee and I've always felt that you party togeer.
th
restrained by -the third base
You're
"Nothing
assured "You
me,"
homer adiong three hits, and
In other American League stranded
two pulled out a
concluded.Grevey
recruited
National
all
it
together
Angeles
and
Los
.,
needed
and
was a couple of
you
. umpire
knocking In five runs to lead action, the Baltimore Orioles out double in the eighth,ledeff Basketball
starting
never
inherit
a
Association weeks rest."
leave together. It was the best
Coach Preston Gomez.
the Yankees to a 10-2 victory.
edged the Boston Red Sox -34 the Baltimore 11 th with_ chajapianahip.
Although winning the league .part of it. Basketball was position, I could be traded
In other _ NL contests,. - "If he doesn't think I can do in 11 innings; the Cleveland
another double, only the sixth NN"When I
committed to them, championship was a thrill, much more exciting in college tomorroW, but whether they
- Atlanta swept San Francisco the' job, he should get Indians blanked the
on
hit off Luis Tiant. game
Kelly, '
niidn't realize we'd . he Grevey admits he enjoyed and I enjoyed it much-more Wade Me or not, I just want to
10-9 and lh-5; Chicago split a somebody else," said Jackson Blue Jays3-0; theOaklan---followed with his
playijigthislongy •
.'ray-. In my 10-12 years as a
basketball More in his college •than I do pro ball.
winning single to right field.
"At theapd of the season, I days at Kentucky.
'"Pro ball is a business. Ican pro,I want to play."
Indians 3, Blue Jays 0
went le Ha**.i for about 10 •
Horace Speed knocked in days for
the PI-a-Yers
two runs with a single and Association meetings.
From
triple to back the four-hit there, I got
home for aday and
pitching of Rick Wise arid lead then shot
down to Le
Cleveland over Toronto.
for two days to work in'a,
A's!,Royals
basketball clinic for Rick'
Mitchell Page hit his eighth Robey."
home run of the season to
What Grevey wanta,- and
break a tie in the seventh needs, is some time tiirest. He
inning and give Oakland its had to watch mot of the final
victory- --over Kansas City. two games of the chamPage's homer came off losing pionship series after an acpitcher Rick Gale,7-3.
cumulation of injuriekforced
Angels 4, Rangers 2
him to the sidelines. , •
Lyman Bostock singled
"Part of my Injury problem
home two runs, including the could be attributed to thelact
geahead tally, as Califernia that I'm, not'used to playing
defeated •Texas. Bostock .that mugh,",.-Grevey said.
singled home a run in ttiethird "This is the first year that I've
Downtown Murray
inning to put the Angels in gotten much playing time. It
front 1-0, them. drove home wore me out.

Jackson Grand-Slam Leads Yanks

Iltilie

der, but
ver-par 76
kes behind

Outstanding Gridders-

We Will Be Closed
All Day July 4th
Getting Ready For Our
July Clearance Sale

Settle-Workman

Out, But Just Barely
AWL Gibbs slides into third during a steel attempt in the first gen* of lest iriglWs
deraifeeffier with lecksen. Gibbs wes out, but Merrily wen the opener 8-7.
Stiff Plata*/say Maya_

• _Mae Yanks topped the Twins
8-1,'aihd the Reds beat the
Pirates 21-8 , in Kentucky
League action Friday night.
The Reds caliltalized On I7
Piratewalks for their win.
Pat Wilson walked six and •
struck out 11 to-lead the Yanks
to their 10th straight win
withoutaless.a.

ATLANTA- (AP)
Willie centrate on a more important
McCovey Joined an elite corps thing -the pennant race,"-he
when he smashed the 500th added.
home run of his career, but
The Giants took a blow in
expressed only a feeling of that regard Friday night as
relief, not elation, over the the Braves swept the
feat.
doubleheader 10-9 and 10-5,
_ "I'm glad it's over," the 40- overcoming a 6-1 deficit in-the
year-old San Francisco opener.
Giants-slugger said Friday
McCovey's seventh homer
night
after
becoming
baseball's 12th player to reach- of the year was an opposite
the 500 homer plateau when he field -shot for the left-handed
connected on an 0-2 slider hitter, a 350-foot blow over the
from
ATIanta's
Jamie -left field fence. "I wasn't sure until it went Easterly in the second inning
of the opener of a twi-night out," he said. "I knew I hit it
pretty good but the fact I hit it
doubleheader.
"It was more of a relief than to the oppOsite direction,Ijust
a thrill to get it over with," wasn't sure."
McCovey said, in a soft voice
His Giant teammates
that showed no emotion.
_
poured out of the dugout to
"Lwas kind of anxious to get greet him at the plate, but
it behind me so we can con- there
was only a brief ovation
from an Atlanta crowd accustomed
to
milestone
homers, having witnessed in
previous years the 800th,700th
and record-setting 715th by the
Itraves Hank Aaron.

John C. Qiiertermotts, M.D.
announces the association of

Aaron is the game's all-time
home run leader with 755.
Others with 500 or more are•
Babe Ruth at 714, Willie Mays
WO, Frank Robinson 586,.
Harmon
Killebrew 573,
Mickey Mantle 536, Jfffitny
Fox; 534, Ted Williams 521,
Eddie Mathews and Ernie
Banks 512 each and Mel Ott
511. Mays and Ott also played
for the Giants.
Robinson was the last to
reach the 500 Mark, belting his
on Sent, 13,1971.

Office. Hours e5'.4ppoiniment '
Telephone (502)753-5101

"It was a slider, high and
away:" said Easterly, a
southpaw. "The 500th really
didn't bother me. It didn't
• matter whether it was his first
or his 341st or 500th.", McCovey's first major
leltgue honor came on Aug. 2,
1959 in the old Seats Stadiurn
in San Francisco, a two-run
fourth inning blast off Ron
Kline of Pittshurgh.

PEOPLES'BANK
(- MURRAY

6

Member FDIC

KY.
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Love's Got-To 13eA Two-Sided Thing
By Abigail Van Buren
'I/EAR 4BBY: I have been dating a 32-year-old man for
the, last 10 months. i1 am 23. He's nice-looking,
well-mannered and can afford to show a girl a good time.
,He has.brought me sortie rather expensive gifts la stereo
for my birthday and a color.TV for Christmas). He tried to
give me a diamond for St Valentine's Day._ but I wouldn't
accept it.
1 just don't love hirn'and_he knows it, but he says he's-'
desperately in 'core with me..I never tried to lead him on. I told hisp Izom the beginnitifi' that I didn't love him and
think tiiier could. I've even asked him to quit calling
me, but he calls anyway,and if 1 have nothing better to do, 1 go out with him.
1 have acted bored in his company, and I've even been
rude to him, but he can't be discouraged. Any suggestions?
BORED IN BURLINGAME

Looks, tastes and may be used like
sugar. No. bitter after-taste. The
world's leading sugar s-ubs.t)tute.

DEAR BORED: If you replly don't see any future with
This man, don't go out with him, twine The more you see of
im. and the more you accept from him, the harder it *ill
be to get rid of him. He plans to "wear yon down." And-if
he succeeds, you'll both be sorry. A one-sided "love- doesn't last long..

o

Soft leather-like uppers, cushioned innersole. Ropewrapped wedge; crepe type sole. Sizes to 1Q.

DEAR ABBY:Elaine (not her real name and I have been
married for 14 years and have five children. We are both
3b veers old.
A while-ago Elaine joined a therapy group. (You know,
they just sit around and talk about sex. Well,Elaine
_ is the
only married person in the group. . _
-Pielied Elaine up
One evening a fellow from the,group-arid drove her to one of the meetings:-He brought het'borne
at 1:30 a.th. Elaine said they stopped for a drink on the way
home Another time Elaine accepted a dinner invitatioii--with another man from the group.
She says she is innocent of any wrongdoing. I believe
her.. but I feel her conduct is a, potential threat to our
.
_ marriage.. Am I wrong to object'?
OLD-FASFIIONED

RAND
Bay, picture
owners of t
looked on a

, DEAR OLD-FASHIONED: No. Every_ therapy group
has a -therapist."Talk to Elaine's and atik:isini how yott-_
_
' should handle thjs problem.
DEAR ABBY: Saw the enclosed in ; Knights of
Columbus newsletter and thought, "How true it is." If you
.think it's good 'enough for your column, be my guest.
DANIEL H.MEIL.ITE
WESTFIELD, N.Y.
•
DEAR DAN: I do, and here it is:
"Someone has said that there are four kinds of'bones'in
every organization.
There are the WLSHISONES, who spend their time
wishing someone else would do the work.
There are the JAWBONES, who do all the talking, but
.•
very little else.
Next, there are the KNUCKLEBONES, who knock
everything anyone ever tries to do.
And finally, there are the BACKBONES, who get under
the load and do the-Work.'

Thursda
marked the
one of t
businesses i
Rent-A-Bay
opened Its
a
ceremony a
. Toy Lee
----the-new b
Toyana es a
the future,
-that we hay
anyone who
their a
-tr
changing
-overhaulin

-- --If ystriwt_Tort*Alai ktters because you don't know
what ni nay, got Abby's booklet, -How to Write Letters
Far-All,easions." Seed'SI mad a loam,stamped 428 cents)
envelope to Abby: 132 Laski Wiwi, Beverly Hills, Calif.
46212.

Car."

'

DOUtit E PRC

C 10141

'SR

t
r

Shampoo

4 OnlySpintrim
Grass

Trimmer
11.1 %VP'

When as
the idea for
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Muney Business News Briefs
Kentucky Business Scene

Ky. Cracks Down On Small Businesses Anti-Trust Violations
When the Kentucky attorney beet°, aiicl the conspiracy
The Laundromat operators _ violation.
the, Of_fice__In Aprille. enter
general's. 'Office files suit they're charged with is raising have ckni-ed the charges that.
These are the first such private • law practice; a
against every person engaged their prices for use of their they agreed among them- cases to be filed since the states spokesman -for
the attorney
in one -type of business in a washing machines from 25 or selves to set the same rates, established a separate anti- general's
office said a
community, with charges of 35 cents to 50 cents, and for .which would be a violation of trust unit in the attorney replacement
would be named
"conspiracy" -slid '
price- drying a load of clothes from state anti-trust laws.
general's
office
last soon and that the pending antifixing," it raises visions of 10 cents to,a quarter. And the
The _case-aril the only one November. Establishment of trust cases against srpall
major anti-trust activity in- fact that the Commonwealth pending
against small the unit was authorized by businesses would be pressed
volving gigantic business of Kentuckti has pursued the businesses in Kentucky, state legislation in 1976, and by the new unit
chief.
operations and huge sums of case with 111 seriousness is a either; some -ready-mix- -funding for it was- provided
And the owners of those
money.
clear sig al that, as a concrete dealers in -western through a federal grant.
Laundromats in Monticello
The Kentucky attorney spokesman, for the attorney Kentucky have been charged
"Obviously; we're not going may think twice the next time
general's office has filed just --general's Office put it, "we with a "divisiorl'of markets' to spend the full resources of the-Y.-get together
to talk shop.
such a suit, but the defendants don't want Small businesses-lit - scheme - deciding among our department on these small According to an
interview
are the owners of five laun- Kentucky to think , they're -.themselves who Mild -get cases," said Pat Stallard, who with one of the
operators, the
dromats in the small Wayne immune • to
anti-trust what business - which also was named first chief of the owners occasionally gat
County -community of Mon- scrutiny.••
would be an anti-trust anti-trust unit. However, he together to talk about the
low
added, doubling of laundry profitability
of
their
prices or restricting access to businesses. "Everybody in the
purchase of ready-mix con- same type of business coni7
crete can be more serious to a plains to each other about
laundromat user or a home what you're going to have to
improvement buff than do," he said.
similar anti-trust activities by
industrial giants.But if they're found guilty of
- The progress of ihe state's agreeing to fix prices during
pursuit of other small those bull sessions, it could
businesses that could be cost them as much as $5,000
charged with violations also,' each or $200 a day during the
may depend on a personnel violation time, whichever sum
decision within the attorney would be greater. And that's
general's office. Allard left expensive shoptalk.

100's

REG. 97e
I'.
be used like
r-taste. The
bst,i tule.

rsole. Rope
to 10.

TayIirStiII Riding at 69

McCarty-Joins
Loretta Jobs
Amos Mcarty_Jr. hgbn
appointed as the latest
member of The Loretta Jobs
Realtorscsiles team.

.
tRAND OPENING—Thursday,June 29th was the Grand Opening of Toyana Rent-ABay, pictured from left is, James Johnson,judge Robert°. Miller, Toy Barnett and wife,
owners of the new business,And Dewey Lampkins, representing Peoples Bank. Others
looked on as Judge Miller cut the ribbon.

Forio4t-Yourselfers

New Business Comet'to Murray
=at

'

Thursday,- June.-- 29th he said;"I started three year
marked the Grand Openin Af- ago to put in s one bay
one of the most unique building"for myself and then
businesses in Murray, Toyana rent it out when I wasn't using
Rent-A-Bay. Toyana officially it. Then I read an article in the
opened Its doors at 9:00 a.m. Murray Ledger and Times,,
j..tirith a ribbon cutting titled service staticm-of the
ceremony at the new facility. future. The article mentioned
Toy Lee Barnett, owner of this service as a growing
--the new business, described business
-north." Barnett
Toyana as a service center of the added, "I looked all over
the future,"The whole ides is for one and finally found a
--that we have space-VI rent to Louisville business called
anyone who wants to work on Rent-A-Wrench and pattenred
-their autoutoble-,---track; or mine after thelra."_ Barnett
4rr4--At1ii
from- -was-- AMA - to give - J
- ames
changing their own. oil- to Johnson credit for resear--nverhauling their whole ching the marietarea to see.if
' Murray could support a
car."
• When asked where he got business like this.
the idea for such a business.
Tovana Rent-A-Bay is a

84NIt NOTES
The mighty Kublai Khan of 13th century
China isued paper
money Ifrked with his
royal seal. The penalty
for counterfeiting or for
refusing to accept it at
face value was death.

by Bill Boyd

' Beset by financial problems? Don't despair!
Come in and let us help you find the best solution.

PEOPLES BANK
,
r>

MI RINAY

three stall, garage type
building a6=Oss the Clarks
River bridge on highway 121
South. Barnett has tvio hoists,
a Single post hoist, and a
double post hoist capable of
lifting 11,000 pounds. He also.
has all the tools needed to
work
"on
automotive
machinery.
The business itself_ is a
rental service. Customers:pay
for stall and equipment time
on an hourly basis, and can
rent as-tongasthe job takes.
When asked -..how the
business was going Barnett
stated. "We've only been open
a week and its too hot to work
on anything right now!"
"Ise, I got east Met sad filed
op is se ties..."

inut9,0
"I've got
the Shield!"

,
Coming Soon: luieter Jet 'Engine"

guess he'll watch out over me
a little while longer."
Taylor came to Murray to
trade his 750 Honda to Overby
Honda, 801 S. Fourth, for one
of their newer Honda 750
automatics.

an accident, and said, "I ride
the cycle pretty much every
where I go in the simuner,
except to church, my wife
likes to go in the car."

In the six years Taylor ha,s
been riding he has owned a
Honda 360, a Honda 550, a
Honda 750, and most recently
the new _automatic. "Honda
has been good to me so why
change?" he stated.
Through his six years of
riding Taylor has never had

Red Cross
is counting
on you
-to help.

GRAND OPENING

Presently residing 'at 13O2
Poplar, McCarty is married to
Judy Crouse McCarty, and
has two daughters, Robyn 6,
and Amy,4.

-"How can jet anginas be during landing
matde-Jaasi-noire-_-Enging_
_The_ neir_
have
signers have wrestled
a noise "footprint" about
this question ever since the 70 percent smaller than ctn.':
first jetliner entered service.. rent -Iwirilets. This means
more than two decades ago. that takeoff and landing noise
Their research has paid off:
will reach into.much smaller
Today's turbofan engines arms of the communities surare much less noisy than the rounding the airports served....
turbojetsAhat ushered in the/ by the jetlinef. The plane
jet age. But even quieter en- will sound about half as loud
gines are under development. as •orrent twin jets to people
When the first McDonnell on the ground.
Douglas DC-9 Super 80 (artInterestingly, the law-noise
ist's conception below) takes turbofans are more fuel effi.to- the air in 1979, it will be •cient than current models,
One Tig- thi-eptietast jetliners and they produce less exhaust
_ in the sky. Its pair of turbo- emissions. They are also more
fan engines- JT8D-209s powerful.
built by Pratt & Whitney
Pratt & Whitney. Aircraft
Aircraft - will incorporate ad= 'Group of United Technolovanced low-noise technologt gies Corporation, reports that
that.
the rit.sv "Dash 209" engine
• reduces the deep rum- ran meet striptent federal
bling sound at takeoff
noise and air o‘ollution stand• softens the siren-like ards proposed for the years
wail and buzz-saw whine ahead.

9:00 AM.
.urs.
Thurs.,
,June 29
INVITED TO -

OnlyEV RYONE'S

HOURS:
_
Fri. 8-5:3
closed
Sunday
753-4776

urray's
Comp—-r
lete
et
Dolt-Yourself. Repair
--- *Shop
Hoist

—1

1% Inv* Woe faties mod oquipaisieryarasetle repair your
tart Anytbiel from boating row miss to don..0
WM I

NOW OPEN

_Rack
with
110000 lb.

Toyana Rent-A-Bay 6Capacity

30% OFF

Just Across Clarks River

121 S.

ALL SERVICES ALL NEXT WEEK
CipSed

July 4th

BENNETT & ASSOCIATES

RONNIE ROSS

KT

210E. Main

Group Insurance Specialists
Serving West Kentucky S. Tenn.
Representing

753-0489

We at the

..••••

Hecertainly doesn't look his
age but then there are not too
many men his age that are as
healthy as Tommie A. Taylor
of Paducah.
Part of his good health he
McCarty attended three contributes to his love of
years , at Murray_ .State outdoors which may be the
University and took numerous reason he still rides a
Motorcycle at 69 years of age.
coursesin realestate.
When-Asked why a man of
Active in both the Moose
Lodge, and the Masons, his age rides a motorcyfe he
McCarty said he was pleased just smiles and says "Well I
to be associated with Loretta never could have things like
that when, I was a kid . and
Jobs Realtors,:and invited all besides the good Lord helped
this friefids tocome by and see me through World War II so I
him at their offices on 1200
Sycamore.

't

Member FDIC

12

ES

Robert Overby right, owner of Ouerby Honda hands over the keys of a new Honda
750 automatic to Tommie Taylor of Paducah. Despite his 69 years of age Taylor is still
an avid motorcyde rider, and has Owned four cycles. Pictured are both the new and
old cyde
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Bank of Murray

GOLDEN RULE LIFE INS. CO.
Phone: 753-7273

offer our

Congratulations
to

,

•%1

Amos McCarty Jr.,
Toy Barnett

e _represent the fintrst In%tirrince componieN
in the:Inisinesx.inch arc

F
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• St. eaul Fire & Marie
and Deposit
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The final return of unsold dropping by 166 licenses from
1977 hunting and fishing the 1976 tally, while nearly
licenses and receipts rfrom 1,700 fewer trodt stamps were
those that were sold...nen been sold with 24,744 going across
processed by the Division of the counter.
Fiscal Control. Director
This .spring the Kentucky
Hier*Id Wallace sends a Big
Masks to all the COs and Chapter of the Nation-al-wird
District Supervisors who Turkey Federation instituted
he4ied expedite the returns a new award and selected
this-liear despite unkind Pike County conservation
weather . in the early going. officer(CO)David Desktas as
Theninal figures indicate that the first recipient. Deskins
-sport hunting license sales was given the Shelly Nickell
increased by about 1,000 in Award in recognition of his
1977, with sport fishing license _efforts leading to the arrest
sales suffering w_decline ••ole-and-conviction of two turkey
*bout 33,000 licenses, corn- poachers in Pike Co. David
pined to 1976. The drop in spent several weeks tracking
fishing license sales bucks a' tat Elkhorn City men up and
• recent trend and is probably down the ridges of his county
• due to some nasty spring in the_p_reedawn hours before
-6 -weather in 1977. Deer tag sales apprehending them for turkey
leaped to 87,117 in 1977, out- hunting out of season. Both
pacing the 1976 figure* by men were later fined $100 in
nearly 18,000. Combination Pike Co. court. In making the
license sales held their own, award, Kentucky Chapter

President David Hale praised
Deskins for his efforto,UI
creating' a National Wild Turkey Federation chapter in
Pike Co. Shelly Nickell, for
whom the award is amen,is,
credited with protecting 1111endthe last remnant flocks 11-wild-turkey ta.Kantucky during the
early 11100s. Through Nickell's _
efforts, the Land Between
Lakes now has one of the few
native wild turkey Seeks in
the U.S.

Preventing I'Summer Fish Kill" in Farm Ponds

The person to see about
producing oxygen. These be.
If you have a farm pond or ponds or pond problems is the
plants also began to die and
their decomposition used even are thinking about building ie. county conservation officer.
After three days of steady
pond, you'll probably be in. 'Wien have all details On the
you
cloudy
more oxygen.
when
still
rain, it's
Finally, there was just not terestad in a free publication' stinting Prnaltin and con
decide to try your luck at a
but
you
as
enough oxygen in the water to from the Kentucky nnitTer -entier suggest solutions to
nearby farm pond
for
approach the pond you see sustain life and the fish. ment of Fish and Wildlife Pond Inniblems-nelmanite
to
inspect
biologist
fisheries
a
-page
27
This
Resources.
situation'
that something' is definitely started dying. If the
You don't know the
wrong. The shoreline is lit- is noticed in time, the pond booklet, Fish Management, the pond. If
officer in your
conservation
covers
Ponds
Kentucky
Farm
with
owner can treat the pond
tered with dead fish and other
call to the
quick
a
county,
potassium permangante, A everything from how to obtain
fish, still living but obviously
clerk's
office
court
county
into
to
pond
a
how
to
make
fish
in distress, dot the surface of strong oxidizing agent.
should produce' his name and_
This "summer fish kill" is a money-making enterprise.
the pond.
For problems that the phone number.
Although your first thought just one of - the many
The deadline for farm pond
problems that can afflict a booklet can't solve, technical
is the possibility of some kind
applications is Oct. 1,
nor-king
available
is
of ehemical pollution, what farm pond, as those who have assistance
a good idea to
has noppened to the pond was tried to manage a pond nor through the department. In but it might be
the process
getting
start
will
department
the
addition,
the result of completely quality fishing well know.
particularly if
natural forces-the heavy From too many weeds to even furnish free fingerling bass, underway now,
cover' too many fish, there are many bluegill and channel catfish you have a problem pond that
persistent cloed
it can
prevented the microscopic things that can make a pind for stocking new or renovated needs renovatingbefore
restocked.
be
plfints in the water from less productive than it should ponds. -

As out critics claim, hunting
may indeed be an imperfect
tradition - but its akernatives seem even more
imperfect.
Until
those
alternatives are perfected,
there is little real choice. If we _
are to_ keep some wildlife and
wildness,- and give our landless children a sense of land
and of belonging to that landn,
we must remain hunters.

By John Wilson

Why Not More Prep Coverage Of Competitive
Cloy Target Sports?

A nagging concern to the
shooters of this country is the
danger of a negative attitude
toward their activities by the
non-shooting general public.
The cause -of theniangerni
:RI must know for people he serves. "HumilitY is
The Maine Gulde-the title -materials and hull - con; endless.
.a figurations. with differing instance, where a small mouth the first thing and The nat easy to understand.- A concalls up a certain' image, of
shift of our population
latter-day Pathfinder in a red features for differing pur- bass is likely to be in six feet of thing. Innless you're humble, tinual
from a rural to an essentially
plaid jacket, confidently poses. The high-bowed double- water on a given lake with a you're in trouble."
Dale 'Wheaton doesn't look urban or suburban base has
tackling the wilderness in 'his ender common on Maine's sandy bottom at, say 8:00 a.m.
a large number of
• birchbark canoe. Dauntlessly small ponds', for instance, is on a slightly overcast 70 like the calendar-picture resulted in
who don't shoot,
Americans
in
Maine
week
first
advanced
Guide.
With
the
of
water
day,
degree
open
the
on
awkward
be guides citylolk miles into
know any shooters and
the untracked firest, helps his the larger lakes because of the Jime_ And what bass is likely. 'degrees in economics and a don't
have no idea of the nature of
customers land atrablendance wind. A keel, on the other to be inteeested in eating at winter job in a regional
hunting or recreational
of easily-found fish, and spices hand, is welcome on e lake, the tune, if he's interested* planning office, be sometimes
o
shooting.
either.
one,
like
doesn't
sound
downright
all.
be
can
the evening campfire. with - but
Without such direct contact,
The job requires infinite - Not all Guides have been
-salte,nack_woodnItories .. • - . dangerous in a river.
and attitudes
There's a lot that's wring_ • Wheaton prefers the newer patience, a willingness to lucky, enough to halaziew*it...„their. opinions
.lon
with that image_ In the'first -Oltonar canoes for river tinker - with a strearned ny isturunertime profession with a can be nolluenced easily
and,
read,
and
hear
they
what
The
difficulty
it
job.
good
winter
times
use.
tuna
thirty
twenty.
or
Whitewater
and
plaeennnilni Dale Wheaton, _tripping
they
who has been involved in --Made in a many-layere,d ,lies in the water precisely the of finding a wintertime ern- unfortunately, by what
obvious
it's
For
read.
don't
fora
presents
ployment
And
want
tp.
prefected
it
you
-nay
-process
Guiding since-he. was 15, "If a laminating
that the general press tends to
good Guide wears a red plaid by Old Town Canoe Company, Willingness to give up and try midable barrier to 'many
devote more space to items
in
interested
people
invent
foam
young
a
even
or
has
another,
material
jacket. it's because ,his wife this new
that are critical of hunting or
Guides.
Maine
becoming
doing
between
isn't
still
it
if
another,
sandwiched
core
More
him."
for
it
bought
recreational shooting.
-many
for
Nevertheless,
this
fa...
the
of
impoetantly, the image layers of vinyl.- Canoes
Against such a background
to
the
is
cornmittrnent
there
and
an
"It's;
intellectual
resilient
are
do
to
construction
much
have
really
doesn't
it's
not difficult to understand
the
to
and
guiding,
quality
said.
difficult
challenge," Wheaton
slide easily through
. with modern realities.
hownra
non-shooter could
the
of
smell
'The
wilderness.
depends
is
Guide
a
.1014n%
"How
or
good
bouncing
waters,
apwere
there
.
lit 1976,
that there is indeed
conclude
the
of
ripple
the
daybreak,
•
You
what
he's got upstairs.
proxiMately 1800 Guides over rocks that might clinnage on
.for people to
valid
no
reason
it
as
canoe
a
the
of
feel
theenesater,
to
have
to
respond
materials.
other
Maine
the
registered With
Wildlife ..For...narrying into -more challenge, store information, glides past a muskrat house-' own firearms, not at least
Fisheries ' and
some
severe
Department. Some speeialize remote lakes and streams, tusk, and be able to put it all ing.ets in your system. And you without
in . hunting .bear or .deer. Montan uses a lightweight together. I don't think a nit Of become possessive. The
Ask* IVO hay Arsopla
Others, _like - Wheaton, lake pock .canoe: For general use, people learning to guide ap- wilderness is like a friend, and
with
intimate
.
their cuitomers fishing. .Apd he also owns a 1922-vintage predate this-the acceptance when you're
become
sorneone, Ton
not just anywhere in the state, Old-T-own, an elegant craft of challenge.The Guide's joo requires protective of it.
with mahogany thwarts and
either.
The "Hot weather' fishing
Not all Maine Guides are as.
-One false image of a Guide gunwales and caned seats. several years • of experience.
is that he'll take you Wheaton estimates his father, Despite growing up with articulate as Dale Wheaton. season is upon us finally so
anywhere," Wheaton said. "I whir for many- years • has fishing and'guiding. Wheaton They are individuals, aa- lets dig through our maps and
know maybe four or five lakes'-*rated a fishing camp in says it took him four or five unlike the stereotype Patin locate some of those secret
and there are several streams Forest City, near Grand Lake years of really Working at it to finders as most people differ "DEEP WATER" BASS'N
that I'm comfortable with. per the Maine-New Brunswick learn the ropes. And even from sterotypes associated HOLES
with their occupations. But the
I know a few mylielf and my
And I occasionally do the St. _norder, has probably built a beyond the experience, the
Croix Rivet. But there is an thousand canoes since he patience, and the intelligence, really good Guide probabley knees get weak when I think of
awful lot moren don't know." started helping build them as Whaton Bain, there .,114-- think a lot likeWh:aton does. all the ponsibilities of a good
something more required to '
fishing day. I have caught my
And anent that birchbark ahoy. •
Having once gotten to where be a good Guide. "Any Guide-n.
share Of big bass in the past
canoe. Canoeing is the usual
way to get where the.fish are the fish -presumably are, the worth his salt'has a lot of
and am really excited about
There's a lot
'
this summer.
in Maine's large system of Guide's job is to make-sure his, prick," he said.
lakes, ponds, streams, and clients have a good time. "And of difference' between a
You see, there is a chalice
e'sglicense rind a rein- The mackerel i,s a swift that we may have a problem
de
uid
rivers, But gone, for most that means catching fish." GGui
Muchso
uses
and
swimmer
purposes,from the wilderness Wheaton said, He seldom
with the basso Ky. Lake For
scene is the birchbark canon fails. and-the customer-may, - Paradoxically,tentore a -oxygen that in nanntnelet it four years I have been tagging
And even the canvas-oner- think it was an easy thing to Guide needs humility, an must keep swimming all the and releasing bass caught
Wood craft of a few years ago locate and reap nature's .awareness of how much he time to maintain. --the during tournaments for
have been largely replaced. bounty. But the list of things really doesn't-know about the necessary flow of water to its research purposes. These tags
Today's canoe are of varying the Guide -nettW-te know IS fish, tha_wilderness, the

*Wipe of The Plaine Guide

restrictions 'on thier ownership and use.
An unfortunate and contributory factor to this picture
is the fact that competitive
Shoistint‘ unlike most other
sports,, gets virtually no
coverage by the general press,
rarely even from the
newspaper's outchser.s editors
or columnist.
We know that a fair number
of general newspaper outdoor
writers are actively clay
target shootersthemselves
with a thorough knowledge of
competitive trap and skeet.
Yet very few of them devote
column space to these sports
oe attempt to report on\giajo,r
matches in thier areein Why
not?
We suspect there are
reason.
several
Traditionally, it hasn't been
done. Outdoors columns are
devoted usually to heating,
fishing, boating, etc., but not
competitive shooting, and,
possibly,,,-nnome outdoor
writfandon't know enough
anent the clay targets snorts
no cover them, or don't know

derstanding of the legitimate
they are being held at all.
firearms
for
reasons
excellent
an
believe
We
opportunity is being missed ownership.
The only way to develop
here. It's an opportunity to
provide news of valid sports in press recognition of the
newspaper shooting sports is to start,
which many
readers participate and to even if only with a single
grant recognition to many top paragraph. Hasn't the time
performers in thier sport. come?
More important, it is an opportunity to create public
FISHERMEN'S TALK
awareness of the existence of
the shooting sports as
"•Hiyarnac"
legitimate forms of com"Lobuddy"
petition. If reports of the local
"Bengarlong""
bowling league or tennis
"Coplottrs"
tournament merit newspaper
nCttchanenny'"
space, why not a major trap orva,„".47Gaieew,,,
„kindarthay,„
skeet shoot in the area'
The greatest value of-seen.
"Bassencarp"
coverage occurs -When it
"Ermysizetoom?
appears not in the outdoor
"Cuplapowns"
writer's column but in the
"Wahchoozin?"
general sports section,
"Gobbawurms"
alongside news of national and
"Fishononabodchun?"
local baseball, football,
"Rydononaboddum" '
basketball, track, golf and
"Whatchadrinken`nno_
you name it.
"Jugajimbeam"
It's not hard to imagine., "Igoddago"
what this kind of juxtaposition
•
"Tubadn
could do for- greater ntinlic,, "Seeyaroun"
recognition of the shooting
"Yeahtakideezy"
sports and better -unn, "Guluk"

Hot Weather fishing In Deep Holes

•
Foh
Fact

BUCKS BODY SHOP

900 Sycamore--

are nunibered and have state was to the effect that the
Murray Bass Club stamped on stomach contents of several
contained
them. I have bed a large rockfish
percentage of these tagged largemouth_ bass of several
bass caught again, some in different age groups. This
just a few hours, and others as may be the only case where it
long as a year. What seems to ever happened, we don't know
be happening is the fish are at yen
I have seen sortie evidence
a low point or cycle due to a
parasite, a predator or just of parasite known as a
bad spewing seasons. There is Lamprey, feeding on our
not any solid evidence of our gaznefish in Ky. Like. I am
roc fish conflicting with quite concerned about this
parasite even though their life
lar °mouth bass, _since they
wei1e introduced to aid in span is supposed to be short. If
fishing, ny., feeding on the ,you should catch a fish with a
larger shad-•-thannw--bass lamprey attached,get It into a
container and notify myself or
couldn't handle.
Gerald Alexander the 'ConHowever, a rumor from a servation Officer for Calloway
study conducted in a southern County.

I would like to have it
examined by the state
biologist here in Murray for
,
future reference.
Fishing reports now are
good for Souger, trolling the
main lake, good for striped
bass trolling and casting
around the bridges and bars.
excellent •foe- fly fishing for
Sunfish along the shady rockybanks and good for catfishing_ .
°rine* shallow bottom around
the bridges. Crappie are slow
ant are in deep water widely
scattered.
--Watch for the lento* flies to
hatch again soon and be ready
to have furl fialigne
Happy Fishing!
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Sporting
Goods

Ati! TI-11
FEELS--

- S.
HI-144ty Se

753-5142

Hwy. 641 South
753-9131,
Your U-Hautileadquarters

•

Murray,Ky.

111101Ennumammar

a
•
•
a
•
•
•
•
•
•
▪,
•
•
•

Murray Home & Auto .•:
'it Aft 'co the
Outdoor

U
•

Jerry's'Restaurant
S. 12th St.

753-3226

Sportsman

Murray's

Eating IsA. FatatjUjEair

_
Qualified Bear Archery Serifice

:
•
•
•

6:3011:00 Sun. thru Thurs.
6:30-1:00 Fri. & Sat.

•
Mae1SStb.S.•
•
a
•
•
•
ere•••••••••awa•ess•a•a•a•e....44•••••

Carroll Tire Service

Shipwash
Boat&'N' Motor

Oatboarti Stern Drive Service
• 203 E Main

I

. SO.

Us For
Uniroyal Gumbo and Mocholin _r,rPs

_1872
759

nitlYAL •

24 Hour Vireckei. Service •
2112 Coldwater Rd. 'Murray,Ky.

Days 753-7404
Nights 753-2486
We ApprdIVOU•Your Business-

1,10

SPORTING GOODS

Olympic Plaza-Murray. Ky.

WeSell

'—facosEr
Akagora
Maio

Thornton
"Body
Shop

AtAitir

.411
0A
41)
4

1 105 Pergue

753-1489

.
.
Open Mon. thru Sat.9 til 9
Sunday 1-6

Beset by financial problems' Don't despair'

NOOKS
Tinos, Wheils
and Acoessories

•

Hooks Wheel Alignment
Specializes' in servicing tires II 4 W.D. Vehicles
"Widest" Selection 44 4-Wheeling Tires
7X1-6779
hi The lease,' Pwches•
410 N. 4th

Ii i C•

Sportsmen:

K Check the values in

OUT SpodmOoodrDepI
Fishing, Caraiiig, aninefift kuipment
Hunting & Fishing Licenses

CILJE
MAN
YOU WA
HUS
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- 'Slow Down America!' Is
• Mescige For July Fourth Weekend
14.

for farm pond
aions is Oct.1,
a good idea to
the process
particularly if
gem pond that
(before it can

the legitimate
r . firearms
ay to develop
[Rion of the
s is to start,
with a single
isn't the time

4I'S TALK

By LOUISE COOK
Associated Press Writer
Slow *Sin America!
That's the message authorities are
spreading on the eve of the July Fourth
weekend, a four-day holiday during
which an estimated 650 to 750 people
will die in traffic accidents.
The plea is combined with a stepped
up campaign to enforce the 55-mph
speed limit. The efforts are heightened
by the fact thatlhe highway death toll
--for the thtee-day Memorial Day
weekend - 528- was the worst since
the lower speed limit took effect in
April 1974.
An Associated Press spot check
showed special enforcement programs
across the country, some geared to, holiday periods,others in effect all yeW
round. The AP survey also shmeed that
average speeds are lower Thanthey
were before the netienwide 55-mph
limit was impopse, but are creeping
back up in alew states. .
The ro.- widespread special enfor9eMent plan is CARE - Combined
,Atcident Reduction Effort - to set
uniform enforcement standards in
participating states and pia extra
troopers on designated melee roads
during the Memorial Day, AO Fourth
and Labor Day weekends.

"By creating this presence we are
creating an awareness among the
drivers that thespeed limit is 56," said
Col. Richard M. Dawson, commander
of the Tennessee Highway Patrol.
We had no fatals on any of the,CARE
highways in the statecm Memorial Day
and hope to obtain the same level qp the
4th of July," said Lt. Patrick Moneghat
of the Idaho State Police. Sgt.'Jay D. Kennedy said-Michigan
state police will have,0extra patrol
cars on duty over tbe upcoming holiday
weekend withane'car every 10 miles on
interestates6ads. A similar program
over the Memorial Day' weekend
rsti1ted in more citations and fewer
-siatalities than during the same period
of 1977.
Wayne Gregory of the National
Safety Council, which is predicting the
6504o-750 death-toll for July Fourth,
said it is hard to coMPare year-to-year
totals because of the steadily increasing population, the weather and the
varying lengths of each holiday. The
council has been unable to provide a
firm explanation for the high Memorial
Day death toll.
Gregory said the death toll during the
last four-day July Fourth holiday - in
1974- was 549.-just under the council's
maximum prediction of 550.
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The proverbial snake isn't
Always in the grass.
In fact, says . Jim Welch,
director of safety services for
the
Kentucky
Division
Ameeican Rid Cross,they can
infest rocky ledges, old wood
and .rock piles, abandoned
buildings or Scores of other
• habitants. • •
The season of increased
potential for poisonous
snakebites is upon us and
Some new Red Cross advice is
different from previous infofmation.
....., Here are some examples of
the changes based on new
research
Cold Therapy, Le., cold
compresses, lees spray
refrigerants, etc., is no longer

15 IT JAY

recommended to be used on
the bite area.
Aspirin should not be taken,
to relieve smakehite pain
because it could adversely
affect blood clotting. Nonaspirin
pain
relievers,
however,can be given.
"There is now much more
emphasis placed on the importance of getting a
snakebite victim to'a hospital
as soon as possible, regardless
of whether the snake , was
poisonous or--iion-poisonous,"
said Welch.
Other advice, Welch stated,
does not differ greatly from
previous Red Cross informattion on the general
subject of snakebite.
Cross-cut incisidns, for
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DiCi THAT GIRL.
SMILE AT YOU

Is a specialty at
_Starks Hardware
12th & Poplar
753-1227 FREE PARKING!

,

LET'S WALK „ •
AROUND THE
BLOCK'AND
GrVE
ANOTHER
CHANC_Ir-

•VO,

-

drying
name 27 Competent , 11 No-fe
-of
29 Musical in- -1 • scale
strument
17'lliYier in Silt Openwork
beria
fabric
,19 Near .
32 Decline
21 Street
abruptly
Marked by
14 Hard ef
.s4tuAtei
hearing
23 leak
A state
through.
-tabbr )
7 Figure of
25 Pertaining to
'speech
.:9 Jail
party •
it Upper case
labbr.)
.
12 Fat of swine
:4 Delineate
15 Male sheep
.17 Bound
19 Planet
SO Wife of
Geraint
57- Break sud.deify
54 Susi god

'SOMETIMES THE BEST
DEFENSE IS A GOOD
OFFENSE
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. ',Map
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.
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46 Fabulous
king
66 A state
48 Challenges
labbr-)
26 Rocks
27 Give comb.-

Committee and
The Ledger &
Times

rture Syndfrii.. me.

WANTED- HELP with
elderly gentlemen. Call
for inforniation 753-1690.
AeJTO PARTS MAN
wanted,
2
weeks
eacation, _ paid
insurance,fringe benefits.
Send resume to P.O. Box.
32J.
•
AUTO SALESMAN
wanted;- 2
weeks
vacation, paid in-surance, fringe benefits.
Send resume to P.O. Box
32H.
•
EXPERIENCED • "
EVENING shift short
order cook. Apply in
person, Jo-Jacks
Restaurant in Aurora.
No phone call.please.
• EXPERIENCED
• ALUMINUhts. siding
applicators, plenty of
work, top pay. Call
Mayfield, KY. 247-7201'
for appointment.
SLAES'CADY must have
nice personality to do
light bookwork, must
have transportation, no
overnight traveling
Apply in person at
Murray Motel, Room
No. 4s 841 Saturday
_ Morrringss,..2-NE,ED PERSONS with
sewing experience.
Apply 8 a.m. to 12 noon,
July. 5, 6s.".and 7,
. Calloway
Manufacturing, 111 Poplar.
_
KITCHEN
HELP
WANTED,:hours 7;30
am. to 11 a.m., 4:30
p.m. to 7 p.m. Apply in
person only between 9-5.
• No phone calls,please.
Fern Terrace Lodge,
1505 Stadium View
Drive.
MAN TO bag sand at
General Silica Products,
Industrial
Road,
Murray. Contact John
Hill or Donnie Hutson.
EXPERIENCED
•
PAINTER.steady work.
For interview call 7530839 of 753-5287
'
BRVAKFAST COOK
needed. Apply in person.
Triangle Inn bettveen 10
a.m. and -2 V.ro

5 Lost And Found
,
LOST MAN'S black
billfold contains. imporlapt --papers and
social. sesurkly card,
almost no • money.
Reward offered -753)
8544.

' MEE ION Mid SIX MONTH OLD Irish
ill II lill
ill • Setter puppy. • Last in
Panorama Shores area.
NI
ill lir
Reward Offered. Call
11121 ill•111 ii1111111131 436-2363.
ill
ill dIIill aim
IIIId id Ed idll 6 Help Wanted
11111111MEV. tialIERIEE saiii;OL •
.TEACHFR
ill
id Id ill
NM --NEF.4)13--baby
witteritr
lir no: home 4-9 p.m: June
III ill NM
IP
-and July, 8
to 4
UId lai - d lill - ....gen.
during school year.
II II dIIi dig Must have own transPoriatinfl Mt; willing g_
NHI dliill
dill
don light housekeeping.
id III aUIIa Call 753-7668 after 9 a.m.
Naar by Unit•41

ACCEPTING', APPLILATIUNS for ffirs, LPN's and Medication
Aides, full or part-time,
all shifts. Apply
person at West View
Nursing Home.

BIBLE FACTS MC.• Jesus said to his
disciples in Luke 11:10,
"For every one that
asketh recieveth; and he
that seeketh findeth;
and to him that knocketh
it shall be opened." Who
are Christ's disciples?
Read John 13:34 & 35 or
see the definition for
disciple. Bibly study eiut
answers anytime. 7594600.

If You
Need Them:..

'
41*
Ate.

AMWAY
•
DJSTRIBUTORS
needed in Murrar area
for full details on this
business opportunity
wnie Rae Borgarding,
Rt.3, Box 322, Thtodore,
AL 36582. "

Fact
Flea Gift Wrapping
It's A

/113C Dominates

Klik• C•tt.
?
.. 2.4

Dept.

WATKINS
- FOR
Products. COMMA
Holman Jones, 217
South 13th., Phone 7533128.

Suspected victim to a hospital pain, pinpoint pupils, twit- - COLOR PORTRAITS,
as quickly as possible. The clung, slurred speech, shock, - - bring us yours for extra
general first aid measures convulsions, paralysis, uncopies. Made from any
(keep the victim from moving, consciousness, no breathing
size into any size.
keep extremity lower than and-or no pulse), you should,
Wallets low as 24 cents,8
heart and immobilized, keep in addition to applying a
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
victim calm and reassured) constricting band, perierm
Artcraft, 118 South 12th.,
incisions and suction im- . 753-0035. Free Parking
should be used.
mediately. To make incisions, _ lot, use our rear en__
If the victim can be brought use a -sprites-sharp blade. Do- 'trance.
to the hospital-within 4-5 hours not cut any deeper than the
and mild to moderate signs skin; incision shduldbe 'es ineh
and symptoms occur (i.e., long to extend over the
Swimming
mild
swelling,
pain, suspected deposit point (the
discoloration, rapid pulse, snake strides downward, so
Pools
weakness, tingling sensations, this is usually below the fang
Western Ky. Pools
dimness of vision, nausea, mark). Do not cut across an
442,
9747
shortness of breath), apply a extremity or on the head, neck
Paducah, Ky.
constricing band about 2 to 4 or trunk. Suction with a
inches above the bite but not suction cup but should be
on a joint). The band will need applied for 30 minutes. If a cup
WILL THE person who
to be more than se inches wide is--not.,available, use the
hit the gold GMC Sprint
and checked constantly for mouth.
•
truck parked in front of
tightness because of swelling. • If the hospital is not near
the Specialty Shop on
If severe signs and symtoms (cannot be reached within 4 to
MY LIFE I5 G_OING
MY(N.,/ HOPE.15
the
north side of the
develop, (rapid swelling, 5 Niers) continue to try to get
13i1 TOO FAST
- court square Thursday,
THAT IkE 60 INTO
numbness-followed by severe the victim professional care.
June 2.9, in the morning
OVERTIME!
causing damage to the
left-back fender and
chrome, please contact
.the truck owner at 7535263 or 7.53-4723. Persons
ANGELES (AP) - "Charlie's Angels" was third
the'car that tit e -ABC programs dominated the -with 2O. - or 15.1 mlneal-ins:
;
-truck included tvto
nation's television screens last fourth was "Happy Days" at'
women arid a child.
week, with the emphasis on .202 or 14.7 million; andsfifth
ar
light comedy, according to the was "Love Boat," 19:1;or.14
YOUR'.NEED is our
COME 'WHERE,
million.
latest AC,Nielsen ratings.
r
TO A
concern. NEEDLINE,
ARE - WE-7Overall, ABC averaged art.
The situation comedy
-RESTAURANIT-:-753-6333.
NA*4CY GOA&
WE'-RE --.EATING
•"Three's Company," bagged 14.7 rating for prime time,
__OUT TONIGHT? 111.4 rating, meaning it was followed by CBS with a 134watched by an estimated 15.4 and NBC with 12.7. The net41.11•
nifilion viewers-during a week works say these figures give_
the percentages of homes with
-heavy with reruns.
television ' in the -country
.
Fee
"Laverne & Shirley" was watching a particular network
753-1441'
second with a 20.8 rating, Or during.'en average minute of
Police
753-1621
15.2
Rescue
million
viewers; prime time.
753-6952
Ambulance
753-9332
es len Orme Feevre,Syea:•••
SAId.o,"eit
AN
,
Hospital
-Crossword Puzzler
Answer to.friday's Puzzle
Emergency
68 The sweetACROSS
753-5131
• 7
I Snare
. sop -Henan
WW1 DO YOU
000 COCO 000
5 En69 Gaming
Sofas
759-4141
THINK I I•IAP IT__
treaty
cubes
0000
BODO DOD
Comprehensive
.INSTALLED NEXT
9 Organ of
DOWN
OU uuj OUIDUCU
Care
TO NE BAR?
hearing
I Couple
753-6622
1100 DIJO WOU
12 Marries
2 Political
Poison
Control
.
. 753-7518
BOOM
0813
DEMO
13. Lampreys - •
party
GOO 000 0a0 Senior Citirere . . 153-0919
14 Beverage
3 Paid -notice
flotilla,
LIOUGIOUU GU
00
753-NEED
_.1.5 Out ic4 print
4 Greek letter
Lees To Reid . 153-2281
• (abbr.)
5 Man's name U00 MG ZOO
MOO 000 OMB
ifi- Greek letter
6 Rented
Foster
18 Chapeau
7 Spanish arti000 13010 00
Parte*
753-5362
20 Pronoun
cle
00UWEID OM 00 Airport
489
'2 Girt's nick2(14
8 Residue000 121000 001013
.. name
"----__$.11ned -Social
DOS ODUM DUE
Concer
ns
24 Spreads for
10 Man's nick-

753-6779

sin

2. Notice

example, should---.NOT be
Do not keep live poisonous
make.(Single incisions should_ snakes as pets.
be made along the long axis of
Do not reacb blindly into
the limb.) .
holes such as gopher holes, or
"The best first aid is onto rocky ledges, disturb
old
prevention," said Welch. "To wood or rock piles,
and
help_ reduce-the -chances of abandoned building.
being bitten, follow these
Know in advance where
steps," he said:
medical tielp may belocated
Avoid snake-infested areas and how to reach it
when
or common habitats.
traveling in snake-infested or
If necessary to enter -.each primitive areas.
areas, wear protective
Have a snakebite kit
clothing (mid-calf boots, long available. It should
contain a
trousers, and mid-forearm 'constricting band,a.ecalpel
or
gloves). Do not roam alone, knife blade, and suction
cup. If
and try- to give advance it •contains a medicine
for
warning of your presence by relief of pain, it must
not
be
..
prodding ground with stick or -astmen.
by making noise. Never try to
Generally, the first aid for
surprise or corner a snake.
snakebite is:
Do not molest snakes.
Get any snakebite victim or

4410,

PARTY
PLAN
SUPERVISOR
MEARIC-MAC
toy
parties haet opening for
supervisors and
demonstrators in your
area..
rpereh a ndiseHighest
commission. No investment,.delivering or
collection. Call Ann
Baxter collect 319-5568881 oc write MERRICMAC,
1277,
Box
pubuque. Iowa 52001.

1, JOHNNY MICHAEL
RENFROE,.„ am no
longer responsible for
any debts other than by
own as of June 3Q, 1978.

•

•

Willow flies to
land be ready

Pen:

111111111111111111111111111111a

Proverbial Snake Is Not Always In The Grass

ny?"

' CLASSIFIEDADS!
1 lose Notice

Why is this year's estimate so much
Teams;" one member operates a radar
higher? "People are just on the road
unit, five others stop speeders. Sullivan
more," he said, adding that Americans
said that in 1975, the year the tonne
drove an estimated 15 billion miles
were started, there were 884 highway
during the 1974 holiday and are exfatalities, compared to 760 last yew.
pected to drive 18.4 billion miles this
The number of violations has climbed
year.
sharply in most states. In Iowa, high•
Enforcement.policies for the 55-mph
way patrolmen issued 140,000 citations
limit vary from state to state and even
in 1977, almost four times the number
from trooper to trooper.
issued in 1973.• "It's been a helluva'
"We have told our troopers to enforce
task," said Col. Edward Dickinson. s •
it just like they enforced the old 70 mph
"What we want - Is-voluntary corn-'
limit," said Al Newport, assistant chief
pliance," he added. "We don't want to
of the Oklahoma Highway Patrol.
have to issue these citations."
"Each trooper decides when to issue a
Bob Faas of the California Highway
ticket and we told them if they strictly
Patrol said troopers wrote 600,000
enforced,the 70 limit, then they should
speeding tickets a year in 1973; today,
strictlY enforce the 55 limit. If they,
they issue 1.1 to 1.2 million a year. He
aROwed a 5-mile violation under the old
said 85 percent of the drivers go 62 mph
law, then they should allow the same
or less. "People are violating the 55
under the new one." He said few tickets
mile limit, but most are not going as
I are issued to motorists driving between
fast as they were when the limit was 65
and 60 miles an hour, "but again,
or 70," Fees said.
that is up to the individual trooper."
The speed limit in Georgia, mean"Sometime pulling-the'speeder over
while,is creeping up; it was.an average
issmore of a hazard- their-the-speeder
- --of-tie- mph-for the--first-suL Awed= of
himself," said Sgt. Henry Sullivan of
1978, compared to 57.8 mph during the
the highway patrol in Massachusetts,
same
period last year.
'where speeds on good roads average
The authorities are unanimous in
just over 60 mph.'IVA not*rill it to
praise of the 55 mph limit. "You can see
stop a guy going 60 or-65 if it's going to
it. on holiday weekends," said Capt.
cause an accident."
John Gilmartin of the Ohio Highway
Massachusetts has special "55
Patrol.
480111MMINIMIWINEWNWIle.

f?"
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NOTICE
•
Applications
nee
being accepted for
.nurse-aide
training •
'Class. Contact Perspnriel Office,alurrayCalloway
County
Hispital.

10 Business Opportunity
$100 OR MORE weekly
,• mailing rirculare. For
free deteils. D. Ls
Buford, 4365 St. Charles
Ct..
Paducah,K4208I _
MONEY- i'9_1,9AN..,or_
farms, business construction, real estate, •
venture capital and
start ups. Any worth
while project considered. $5,000 and up.
Call 502485-1795 between3and%npm
s

•

I
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10 Business Opportunity
ItETALL-BLSINESS for
sale, inventory low.
price negotiable. Call
753-9510 days or 436-5612
,nights.

15 Articles Fo; Sale
GARAGE DIJOR 8' 8
- - 3'
practically new. "All
hardware. $49. Call 7591117 after 4 p.m.

15 Articles For Sale
COPIES I ••

!! Vilinch•st•r

S•rvic•s)

20 Sports Equipment
SAIL BOAT, Hurley 21'
twin keel cruise with
new sails--Call 606l
269-7942 betweeo 10 and
2 EST.

27. Mobile Home

43. Real Estate

Sales

MOBILE HOME, 12 x 65,
2 bedroom, Monte Carlo,
all electric, central air,.
completely furnished,
- washer and dryer in-chided. aid 759-1231.

GERMAN
AKC
SHEPHERD puppies,
'solid black and all
colors. Call ia4-2153 in
Paducah.

43.

SOLAR BUILDER? TWQ,
2 acres of all day
southern exposure,
$3000. West on Hwy 464,
3a2 mtleS from Alm°
Heights.'Call' Erichson
Realty, 1-502-527-1441.

Ogg

43 Real Estate

Real Estate

"AS DAY BREAKS."
listen to the rooster
crow, feed your horses
at your own country
farm house with plenty
of space-3 acre mini- •,
„farm-located southwest.
Priced in the .20's. Call'
n o w . ..7531492...LORETTA JOBS
REALTORS .

102 N. afb - 753-5301

43 Real

HAVE PROPERTY -TO
SELL? If you've been
thinking of selling why
not give us a call? You'll
receave friendly,
courteous service and
professional - advice
from our five full-time
sales representatives.
We have clients Waiting
to purchase all types of
Real Estate so let us
match a buyer' to your
Phone
property:
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222 anytime. We
make buoang and selling
real estate easy far you!

1974 BOMBER Bass Boat
39. Poultry • Supplies
with 115 hp Mercury.. FOR SALE,1273 mobile
HENS 1 year WEAL FOR ...BEGIN=
Moody trailer, loaded.
LAYING
home,: furnished with
NERS or -retirement
16 Home Furnishings
Prince
at
old,
hybrid
White Rock
Bernie
See
--narvest old appliences
-Awe
.honie. This is located in
Kroger or call collect - including washer and
aod Leghorns. 35.3698.
INVESTMENT
We am vii reminal 2
an excellent quiet neIghWomb Mods of rofrigannors,
247-5701.
dryer.'very nice. $5009.
16 Nei/
tat
41 Public Sales
- borhood .near city
LEARN TO GROW
op rigkm mod diest type doop
753-4074 er*753-1877:
Patterns
000 , Aide by tido
schools and hospital.
QUA)4IPA 14" aluminum.
WORMS FOR
YARD SALE, 5 party; 9
refrigerator. Vf• balm 3 oir
floor
vbiy1
cushion
Of
Two bedroom masonary
trailer,
John boat with'
PROFIT
Bedroom,
2
•
1975.14-z
70
i
.
a.m. to 5 p.m., July 3
cooditioams. 4 disborooliors,
on sale at, Wiggins
Johnson, new
constroctIon
with • gas
bp
20
full baths'and 14 acre
refrigerators rod from 51st.
and 4, 641 North, Almo
Furniture,641/Sotth.
heat,
trolling
stain
and
battery
windows,,
$150,
753-1601
ask
for
ifikralliors rya from
lot. call
•
,
e tar
- Heights,' typewriter,
new
roof, outside
motor, astro turf, swivel
v
,hI"lake
$S0 to S11111.-1 Soars
Rick
a
y.
__Afriean
4141111.414.? ala-alardat
tent _-a:stomata building and
D.
seats, all accesortes go
110 talleIverwer
.
'
- GE
0111:811 44141
11.6 cu. FT.
29. Mobile Home Rentals a heatert vaporizer,-childi
>t".41.iirt: if 42 &MSS Old
molars, big s.l.ctssuf..e•
or
best
$850
landscaping.
*titit.
Interior
$19
desk, rocker, Avon
allosTiiiONIT gam. TV soNS--- ,re ngerator, only
has new carpeting and
492-8868.
offe
a
ta;
seism(
used
trailer
sem
we
TWO
BEDROOM
so
-per
monthaCall Robbie
cin
bottles, clothes, priced
ALL YOU could ask for in
with 2 baths for July and . cheap, lots of other a deeorating., hook at this
min si;sto scgoof doss-Gary, Goodyear" MORSE STICK ateeiing
and
make
an
offer.
Johrt
a mobile home. 3
per
$100
until
15,
reel,from $t to 11.54.-Coa-----3
August
. Serviec store, 753-0595. items.
unit for beat, $50. Call
C. Neubauer, Realtor,
-bedrooms, central gas
7111411115 op tog. MIPICIf140
Call 753-4770
month.
753-0034 after 6 p.m.
206 So. 4th Street, 713heat, new 'central
Tractor.
after 41974 -VENTURE pop-up
BIG GARAGE SALE,
•-•
_401
at' p.m
electric air conditioner,
_
$1450. 50 Honda
items,
antiques,
baby
camper,
oust a lat
TWO WHEEL utility
REDO AN OLDIE...make
all furniture; new
HO.MES- and
53.3280
MO
ri
BuIL:
WE BUY AND SELL used
min itrail bike, -$80.
furniture, lamps nice el divan toilitre Ns Ism sant
trailer, aluminum car
ism are ilsins• SUM IN bane a
carport plus 20x12 block • bef3hine...Have your 3
hornespaces for
air
mobile
'conditioners.
Dill
baseball
Regular
size
even
crystal
clothes,
Misr wan
top boat and 'motor. Call
acres and house up to
building with utility
rent, at Riviera Courts. _ glassware. 9th house
Purdom & Thurman
Electric, 753-9104 or 753*•r Val cra
e4u.S.I
game pinball machine,
753-1261.'
or..
.CA.110*f MC
date. Has 50 x -20 block
service all on a nice lot.
1551.
a
753-67,27a_
$80.
Call
AnimalWarner's
past
Estate
Real
1511KS
Insurance
&
---School
and
building besides. Make
Near
East
nraisriniono C 201115
Clinic, Thursday-, a
,,ahlrh,cre court sqi,ar;
a a.,.othet no 305. 676 2007
1977 SUMMERSET ski
30 USED TRACTORS and TWO Goo'D used lawo
-an offer. Also don't
the Lake.. Only $16,995:
Friday,
Saturday.
and
Kentucky.
Murray,
boat,-16'2 ft., 175 hor- COMMERCIAL
equipment. Several used
Nelson Shroat Realtors.
forget to wet-eh for our
mowers, will sell cheap.
153-4451
Evinrude,
sepower
_cars
and
trucks.
Will
ad on the building page
12. Insurance
BUILDING for rent or FRIDAY
753-9039 between 6 a.m.
AND
THE
Brown and 'gold metal•
ON
FRESH
, trade for anything of
the paper each
of
406
qt
located
lease
and 2 p.m.
SATURDAY E
E. 94.-- flake. Call 753-8647.
- MARKET and in that
_yalue.-Call 759-4895.
Tuesday. If you have
Suiibuity Circle, MuiTay, Take Pottertown Hwy -PLEASURE .
LTHERAPY...Cure for, demand 'area' of park
any questions on any of,
•--FOR SALE, formica ano
7W-039 or 753-5287%
past East SchooL Watch
40 H. P. JOHNSON'151
/
2a
and shopping..'.living
TEACHER SELLING • Wawa art, tamanato•
those city blahs! ! Here
our ads, please call or
boat and trailer. $350. OFFICE SPACES for, for signs.
room with fireplace, 4
summer _maternity, ---plastic, sizes 2'x4' is a 3 bedroom brick to
come by our office and
Record in fathometer,
bedrooms,ecotioaniC gas
_clothes, sizes 10-12. 759enjoy with pride. From
-pick up our new
rent of-lose. For 'bore, YARD SALE, Oak Grove
oat 50 cents per sq.
$125. Call 436-2538.
Praced in the 30's.
theheat.
.
eitter
hail,
aou
132S.
entry
C.
brochure.'Loretta Jobs
P.
Church
753-0839
end
call
of
information
'ft. Cabinet doors hingeS
•_
plush carpeted living ___Fteac 'for the, phone
A irpora Road. 6-5,
Realtors, 753-1492.
With Crop-Hail In22 Musical
at, la cents per - pair.
or. 753-5287."
n ...dbn't let this home
_ DOORS FOR SALE, 400 _West Ky. Cabinet Co.,
room or family "room
surance.
Friday 'kid' Saturday.
KIMBALL ,MUSIC
-away. LORETTA
15
down
for
$I
of
or
each
in
lots
or
fireplage
61
_
value
c
omwith
LEASE, Protect the
FOR
Sponsored by the church
1203 Story Avenue.
CENTER 601 BroadREALTORS...753-JOBS
more. Worth this much
to-V*4
catWahall
building, 3400
the
mercial
your growing crops
women.
Follow
the _sign.
way, • Paducah, Ky.
149
for kindling wood: Call
bedrooms with pe
1 REFRIGERATOR and feet, decorated,
square
from the devastating
_Across from Irving Cobb
_ 753-6374 or ccane, by1101
nee
signs, A BICE_ YARD-SALE,
floor and 2 d
carpeted,
1 stove, good dandition,effects of hail.
-NEW LISTING in New
Hotel. Ph. 443-3879. Shop •
.
N.
20th.
baths...South St
_jaa By-Pass.
a
$55 each. Call 753-7750.
security.
Stop by today
o
nda
y
Ala
- Providence. Older home
_a_
La__
ta
ifyou like, but check our
School Di et. Loretta
753-6869 or write P. 0.
Wednesday,. .deveral
on 5 acres, icteal for
Joe Sledd
prices. Open late Friday
•BOYD-MAJORS
•
FREEZER BEEF choice OAK0k BACK bed,
'tors, 753-1492.
7
Jabs
-Box 32G Marray.- KY
furniture,
of
pieces
naayman
plus
3
_nights
-KM.ESTATE
grain fed-aged beef.
42071.
chest, •Uressers, wash
APncy
clothes, and a lot
itorstrees
ES
LISHEDBUSINESS __bedroom ;mobile home
753-8080
Front quarter,79 cents a • stand, china cabinet,
other things. 301, S. ¢th.
With stove,.-refrigerator,
acatea in center of
pound, whole of half 89
kitchen cabioet with
For information call
"Prole:Miami Seratces
and air conditioner.-All
will
MurrayaD-wner
cents a pound, hind. --porcelain top, tables-, With The Friendly Touch"
_Palalin-la _WANTS to tat, 7534593. .
_
tar. - only--with
financing
co:insider
•quarter, 99 cents a
3 bedro
aquihouse. Call
MCC-KEY"- chatrs, Iota more: FREE
Potential
a fi d •MikE
25 percent down, Don't
pound hanging weight.
753-3861,
IERE",7th&011veGlass-Mayfair, Cameo,_
SALE:
MOVING
DRESSER OR chest of
possibilities
abound.
• Inspection
let this opportunity of a.
Food Stamps accepted. • Princess,
Redecorated duplex
Etc. 345-2366.
Saturday, 8 to 4. Baby
drawers. Call 759-1415
The Nelson Shroat Co.,
32. Apartments For Rent
life time pass yeti .by.
We also do custom
corner, comon
clothes, .ladies &ail' - Call LORETTA JOBS - 'Realtors,759-1707.
after 5.
HOT POINT stove, real
APARTMENT:a-NEAR
slaughtering. , Paris
-Termite mercially zoned lot.
size ala, aquarium sup_
753today.
REALTORS
cheap. 489-2619.
Meat Processing, 642, University. couple only,
future
PotentiaL
WANT TO buy used Gym
plies, boat motor, toys
. _
& Pest
1492.
8201 off 641. One mile
$275 faetudiog utilities.
bonanza , collect rent
Set. Call 436-2742 after
w a 11 __as a per ,
Control
13 C11. FT. upright
THE NELSON'SHROAT
north of Paris on old
Available August 10.
6:00.
on one side, live in the
miscellaneous.
Hales
IT-AIN'T necessarily so
100 Semi 136
freezer, like new. 753Murray. Rnatt
Phone atts-5479other. Call About This
CO.
REALTORS
Trailer Court No.,27a.
that good things must
Pfrood P33-30141
85 HP or larger Johnson
0590.
One * Today. BoydIn
Business
Over
bedroom759-1707
lot.-2
mist a
or Evinrude electric
2 _
6" MODEL'WS kW. 489FURNISHED
A
30 Years
Majors Real Estate.
,
YAW SALE,SaturdaYsit f r a rfi e
"
Vick Jeffs 511010041 Cent
reoently
shift and power tilt with
CertITIFC5By EPA
L.
2577.
ONE TWO EIEcrliving
bedroom alaartTa...1-7'.4
105 N. 12th.
-First
Assembly
just
of
-God
--and
redecorated
controls Call Bill 436room suite, 7eiposed
_753-1450,
-Church,
16th
new
arid
looking 9 for
5519.
wood with brown plaid
GE ; 30" ELECTRIC
24 Miscellaneous
owners... Tare lot in r
ONE ROOM apt. fur- • Glendale, from 9-?
BOAT A LOT?
pillows. One three piece
range, only $14 per
WANT TO guy STANEast School District..
fished. Working man
Pecan bedroom astote SEARS HEAVY duty drill
month. Goodyear
BUY A LOT...
DING timber. Will pay
tonna_ Jobs'Realtors,
only $50 00 month. Call 11:11:111111
with double mirrors.
press, 34 hp motor, call
Service Store. Call
five,minutes bybOat
,On
On beautiful Lake Bark
top prices percentage or
'753-1492.
753-3685
753-5913 after 4 p.m:
Ftobbie.or Gary, 75.c
One 7 piece chrome
Barislay Lodge. One of the most unique and
acre. Call 490-8757:
TWO
ADJOINING
a dinette set. Chopping
'scenic locations anywhere from this Panoramic
15. Articles For Sale
block
top,
br
--a-peninsala-.Choica -waterfront_ lots avasahle at
lots-onWANTED RESPO,Ncushions. Call 492-8527._
reasonable riecs. Lots also for sale on Kentucky
cord, Road. Two
-11-tertp-artrat
•SIBLE party to take up
Murray..
miles
from
Lake.
FOR SALE,
payment like new color
COLOR Ta', antique bed,
Room
Air
One 120 x 250, one 120
furorienttil
Desk,
TV. Clayton's ;formerly
100 years old. Cell 759x 306
--Prefer to sell
nishings, hot water
Conditioners
J and B Music), 753-7575.
TWO BEDROOM HOUSE
1078 after 4 p.m.
as one lot. Call 753-•
1"l0YD-MAJORS711
tank, other bargain
newly decorated, 1 block
8715, 9 to 5, 753-3428
West Ky.
DO NOT BE mislead, we
items.
- REAl.[SIAM/
SOLID MAPLE bedroom
from MSU. Call 753-7750
711 Main Murray Kentucky Phone 753-1222
after 5.
Will meet any local price
Appliance Center
153-080
set- in excellent con• Call
- after -6; couples'only.
Is 753-2594
on
2enith
products
'action, 753-3622.
Sales & Service
-Protesstribervices
'Your Zenith dealer roar- FOR 147,HT, unfurnished
PLEASING PRICE 441 N
With Tiio F.rigioNy TDUcti153-4471
Murray
and
Cc
atoway
Phone
'Muse.
".Charming2
faur-room
.
bedroom
AMMO&
County, Tucker TV
home near Kentucky
We Buy, Sell Or Trade
753-6944.
. -Sales and Service, 1914Lake. Home has atHERE LS-- AN OpUsed FuPniture or Ap'the City of Murray, Water and Sewer
Coldwater Road.
PAN A ROMA SHOREStractive kitchen-den
- porturilty!. a For hap-,
pliances
System is accepting applications for
- Lace front home for
eombinatibra,
Pa. las_44-livins.„(83.
SISSON'S ZENITH
Hodge & Son., Inc..
Water Plant Operator Trainee. High
tease. 3 a. bedroom-2
fireplace in the Jiving
Mini-Fartn! _ 'En/by • -• guarantees you the • baths.- Owner looking for
205 Se. Sib
School
degree required, some College
room,
country
nese
wall-to-Wall
summer in the
-Got in on the boom and earn big divilowest prices andaryear
$300
only.
mature
couple
-carpet
3
h
ack
new
or
work
nice
preferred.
Employee must comdrapes
thisdends! We are now taking applications
in
19 Farm Equipment
free service on all color
per month. PhiThe 436- _and a stilirp new lor.ik:
bricit home
bedroom
plete
necessary
requirements
for state
-for dealers for steel buildings and grain
TV's- Shop Itebtittiti;then5479
FOR • SALE tobacco ono
throughout. Priced it
on "approxitatilk. -12
_
Certification
prior
beirig
granted
to
bin systems
mime
see
Sisson
Zenith,
tomato sticks. Call 489only $14,590. Don't delay
acres (10 tendabl)./.3
36. For Rent Or lease
permanent
employment,,Applieations
west
of
miles
19
Murray
For more Information writs:
2126.
phone today on-this bona
-outside billtdirip
may be picked up at the Waler System
on Hwy. 94, 382-2174.
fide batgaina Phone
chiding. shop building
Mini
0-17 At,L1S CHALMERS .
AG RA-STEM.CORP.M
Office
at Fourth and Olive Streets,
KOPPERUD REALTY,
with electracity. Near
LARGE SELECTION of
Warehouse
tractor and equipment. P 0 gar 10310 • Koesestaltaltal aaillialAre2
MurraS7,
Ky. The City of Murray is in
x
„
753-1222, anytiine.
Tri-Citraln Graves
new Magnavox console
truck tool box, gas tank
Storage Space
Boyd-Majors
County..
'Equal
Employer
for
'
Opportunity
stereos.
only
$12.00
elL(411)139-2291re:g:•'•°'
A CAREFUL BUYER'S. - Real Estate, 105, N.
with pump, truck topFoe Rent
per
operating
under
an
month.
affirmative
Action
Clayton's'
,DREAM -'Get ready'to
. per-1965 Ford &k-up.
753-4758
12th.
aEormerly
J
&
B
of
Metre into one
,
--7 4111eprovivattarlibtirg-Saw,.
Music), 753-7575.
Murray's sharpest and
Call 753-0412 after 3:30.
37. livestock Supplies
most spacious homes.
78 MODEL Pioneer Sja
OR SALE 8 goats,
TRUCK TOOL BOX
This house has three
•
650 receiver.. Two CS
nanny's with kid, $30.
Deluxe,.$92.50. Stan- „
bedrooms, 2 large baths,
66G three way speakers.
others=each. 436-211a.
dard, $85.00. Truck bed
fireplace and kitchen
Seggesteel retail price
protectora, $75 00 Tail
with breakfast area
12 8 WEEK old pigs for
--a-c11,005,00,
for. sale $509.
gate protectors,
Economical central_gos
. sale 436-2555 in morstainless steel, $15. -Call 753-4641 days, 753:
heat and central air, a.
ning
3724 after 5.
Vinson Tractor Co 7S3private patio and an
31. Pots • Supplies
4t1O2
intercom tor something
27 Mobile Home Sales
1 7)11
tiraniesree53
Ka
.Ar
extra. It would be our
20 Sports Equipment
Murray, Ky
1614 Calloway Street
12 x 60 MOBILE HOME*
pleasure to show this
1/74
as
is.
Very
BLUE
reasonable
and silver
APPLE-PIE SPECIAL
home to __you. ,iarice
Calr 753-1340. ('an be .
metallic Checkmate.
REGISTERED
reduced $1006- Call
.1)(
Fot mere *formation
seen by appointment._
AU Day Th.
Algae puppies. blonde
KOPPERUD REALY,
2 bedroom house with garage acr‘sa the street frinn Murray State
only.
call
3544419
after
5
-p.m.
and i
753-1222:
4th of July
bte
Univeralay campus. It wouldbe a good investment for the future or a nice place
r clr5S.lara tan 435to litre Role. IS FT. 7 to. bass boat, 50 THREE BEDROOM Iltax
at 112 N.
NEW
LISTING
a
TERMS:
horse motor and trailer. - '60 with 10 x 10-11p out. •AKL
BLACK. female
Down Balance With Deed.
7th. Niae home with 3
Fully furnished, arid- -'Cocker Spaniel, 7
Two Browning A-5
kitchen,
bedrooms,
shotguns, 12 gauge. Call • carpeted with. washer
30 Days From Deeci.
months old, pedigreed,
dining room,
and dryer, $2900. Phone
pa. 159,4498.
759-4938 after p.m.
room, a
baths. like
toriOrtrear 436-5615.
.
c
We Top it with
yard. Area of -nice
.
CRUISING SAILBOAT,
LEAVING TOWN must
homes but zoned B-2 for -DELICIOUS ICE,ULAN ; 21' Luger, Holsclaw FOR - SALE by, owner;
okd
sell 13 year
the future. Good buy at
mobile
home,
1978daughter's 6 ft. pet. Bola
trailer, 5at hp Johnson'
$20,500; - The
Only*
# Sale Conducted By
model, never OtIedi. 11._ 6-_4;ensiftetor. Prefers to
outboard-moored at
Nelson -Shroat
7
,
1
'
.
70,
all
electric, 2 baths
Wit ilks It all Oar you
Kerilike Marina, $4.00.
play wail children. $150.
•
araaaaaaa.gaggra-.-.
!-..a...-andlbedrooma. Must.tid--;---ffirtututs-gtass-rege. Cell- SALE; by -fiper; 21
seen to be appreciated.
753-4041 after 5 p.m.
acres la mile .south of
19' FT ARIST(1CRAFT
Call Bob Futrell at 75330$ North Dr., Hopkinsville, Ky. 806-0247
Mein St., Cadiz, Ky, 522-6653
Grocery.
1969 model, 1‘0 hp -' 6
ALASKAN • Wisehacts
AKc
7668 or 753-Z164.
Bill Morgan, Broker, Auctioneer
Butch Morgan, AOCtioneer
and
pump,
Good
well
cylinder engine, TanMalamute
Gib Flood, Appt. Auctioneer
Call
farm.
little
dandy
dem trailer, water skies, 1111 MOBILE Hata for
Maxle Peden, Jr., Broker
im
lovP
ea
lebsle
niugtoOd, PliP
ill S.
or Jitrime
lopes Wittladder.- 120110.
Tenn. tic. No. v,
sale` 2 bedfabasi7630-liweirg,0y.
pet; shots.and wortntor aajatries, Bob,
at 753-7688 or 753:2394
a '
Call 753-8004
'
■1111111ww.11/0111111•1•111
.
11111111
.
.
11.
1111 111W
793-9394.
6" MODEL 19 S ar,.W
489-2477

•

LOVELY /
home on
wooded I
Murraya
breatntak,
greatro
fireplace
-prank flo
Heat Pun-,
aeonvenien
rustic,
"-a-design al
'pleasant,
you. Doti'
portunity ,
Phone ti
informatio
vrattUD
1222.

Weather
the
• storm

bodroolo kr
121 Soutb.
aW stone In
roam, firupli
3

NI

appliances,
other buift-in
appreciate. I

rialvcod to
Wow rookice

753-326.:

HOME
GROWINI
four bedr
home on
with lot
Big rec
overlooks
wooded
Extra fea
fireplace
central h
base me
library, E
storage al
10 closet.s.
sure to
surprise'toa.ayou.
PERUIYF
1222.

Guy Spa
-rew

In Roo
" 753
101 Sycamore

KOPPER D
REALTY

JOB OPENING.

•-

DEALERS WAIITED

Public AUCTION

"YIP OP

THURS., JULY 13th, 1971i-4 P
2 BEDROO-M HOUSE &A
.LOCATION:

ALL AMERICAN'

WOW

HOUSE z-

Thistraltice

You Buy The

20%
POSSESSION:

A le'Pie

tocated a
and know?
Is an exec
Priced rei
details.

OWNER:
MR. OLIVE PARKS

•

EL

raw

• r•-,
V

44

Service

Ph. 753I-

Bill Reyber
Geri And.,
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TY

TO
'ire been
[ling why
'You'll
tendly,
ice and
advice
full-time
entatives.
ts waiting
1 types of
so let us
(to your
Phone
REALTY,
e. We
nd selling
y fdr you!

LE...make
ye your 3
use up to
x20 block
es. Make
lso don't
h for our
ding page
er each
you have
on any of.
se call or
office and
•ur new
tta Job.
753-1492.

AYE
0
MIMS

Touch"
CfNEY
di Oliveduplex
, cornned lot.
future
llect rent
ive in the
bout This
. Boyd1 Estate

by boat
que and
orarnic
'eat
entucky

44 lots For Sale

43. Real Estate
LOVELY AND UNIQUE
home on private 3 acre
wooded tract west of
Murrayc Home has
breathtlikjng 27' x 25'
with
greatroom
fireplace and hetdwood
• -plank floors. _Elaetric
Heat Pump, STriiifidern
'conveniences plus a
rustic,
comfortable
tIesign add up to a
pleasant life style for
- you. Doe't let this opportunity pass you buy. •
Phone today for More
'
information at -KOPre.RUD REALTY, 7531222,

YD-M
REAL ESTATE
7534080
• ProfcaponsI Services
With ylrbe Fnendiy Touch"
- BE/AUTIFUI,
3
bedrooms; 14 baths,
B. V. home. Formal
'dining & breakfast
room, 'marble
fireplace in tivihg,
room, laden adjoining
kitchen. Breezeway, 2
car att. garage acr-es. 3 minutes to
shopping- REDUCED
_ TO 846,900. BoydMajors Real Estate,
105 N. 12th

TWO LOTS for sale at
Cypress Cove. 170 x 100
ft. deep. Contact Mr. W.
-Fr Moreland, Marion,KY, 502-965-2911.

"That's what you'll sa
When You See The

All Marble
Showroom

Thornton Tile
& Marble
'Qualitv That Will Pleaw"
753-5719
617 S. 9th

BY OWNER, 4 large
bedrooms, 2 baths,_
kitchen- - den with
fireplace, central air,
,gae heat, quiet area with
shade, patio with gas
grill. Over 2000 feet
living area and large
garage. In Bagwell
•
Manor, call 753-9602.

BY OWNER on Circarama Dr.;3 bedroom
brick, living room, and
dining area combined,
built in garage, dishwasher, disposal,
refrigerator, range with
hood, washer and dryer,
and curtains with house,
7 large closets. Call 7534673.
TWO BEDROOM frame
house, upstairs, walk-in
- closets, 1 acre ground, 4
miles out of town.
$15,000. 492-8622.

y 1( y

ay State
cc place

11111

LOT NO. 121 at Anderson
Shores, Lot is 7t ft. wide
rovircate nc
01978 United Feature S
by 150ft. deep. Contact
Dr. J. L. Keller, 204 S.
PinStreet,
Mill
46 Homes For Sale
ckneyville, Il 62274. or
phone 1618-) 357-9715 -UOUSE FOR SALE COLLECT
REDUCED $5000 for.,
located on nice street in
quick sale. Eight acres
bedroom,
FOR SALE by owner; Lot
fronting approximately
white frame house
.with
11-14 miles east'of
400 feet on - 641 near
Mein imaterl op Koseolsol
basement. Carpeted in
Murray. City water, no • living
Or* his boos roamed for , Midway, with 14 Trailer
and
room
goistiolo. Nes fogad doing
restrictions, not in a
only
now
Spaces,
•
bedrooms. Harvest gold
roar *MI lain rasa,
Bob
-Call
.subdivision,
$30,000. Call C. 0.
refrigerator, stove and
slea, we*now rec room
Futrell 753-7668 or 753Rondurant liealty, 753built-in dishwasher
sod may saw exchuirs
2394.
9954 of 753-3460.
features. C.alltaday1
included. Call 753-9924
45 farms For Sale
47 Motorcycles
3 bedroom boom sod 3 erre*
en 121 Ssiallt. litre nice brick
106 ACRES in Palestine
sod stow aim weft family
Community. Black top
rem, fireplace, 4 balt-lo
on one side, gravel on
*nth.
inarkter
oppli
other, 35 acres tendalale,•
re
see
Inint-isat...Nitro
.
other
South 12th at Sycamore
rest timber, $650 per
exappreciate. Price has been
4Z 125 YAMAH
radocal to $59,500. troll
acre. Contact Howard- cellent condition75.
TELEPHONE 75, 1_051
balm replacement costs. '
Brandon, 753-4389 or 753527-8356.
44. lots For Sale
5960.
753-3263 Arreline
1973 HONDA 750 Chopper
•-__ LAKE -LOTS for side
owner. Lake front and 724 ACRES on Calloway
extended
tubes,
Lake view, several to
and Marshall County' - headers, Harley tires,
A
FOR
HOME
--CUSLOT1 paint plus much
choosefrom on Ky. Cake
line on Kirksey
GROWING FAMILY and Barkley Lake.
Call 527-1864 days, and
more. 759-4740 after 4
four bedroom, 24 bath
Terms available. Call
527-8576 nights.
home on Main Street
•
James, Bob, or Jimmy
with lot 360 feet deep.
with
FARM
ACRE
42
BSA CUSTOM CHOP,.Futrell at 75_3-7668 or 753Big redwood deck
older remodeled house.
'PER 650 engine. New
.
2394.
beautifully
_oveclooks
Approximately 28 acres
inside and out- Built
wooded backyard.
lot on
tillable tobacco base
SHADED
and
LARGE
painted by Jim
Extra features include
barn stock and some
Doran Road, 1.14 acres
DeFew. a rigid frame,
fireplace with gas logs,'
timber. Located betor 1.80 x 275 could well be
Barley rearend, red
central heat and air,
ween Kirksey and
lot
residential
best
the
crushed velvet seat and
basement. _study,
Brewers. Call 489-2195
Call James
town.
in
lots
left
of chrome. Ridden
library, and abundant
after 5 p.ne--or Bob Futrell at. 753-,
less than 10 miles. Verystorage areas including
7688 or 753-2394. •
reasonable must sell.
10 closets. This home is
FOR SALE by owner; 65
Call 1-354-6206. Serious
sure to be a pleasant
acre farm in New
'4FOR SALE,,..100 acres at
inquiries only.
siirprise1'Let us shovr it
Concord, 750 ton silo, 3
Pleasant
South
arove.
te_you., _Phone KOPphase current, fine deep
077 11040A 756,-Por K,
492-8790 after 5 pare
PERUIYREALTY, 753well, beautiful building
extra--ftiee, low mileage,
1222. •
site for home, very
10 LAKE LOTS on Blood
must sell. 753-9039
scenic, approximately
River Bay. All near
between 6 a.m. and 2
40 acres tendable, adwaterfront, 100 x 200,
p.m.
joining TVA. Call
power line, running
James, Bob, or Jimmy
water, school bus and
_Futrell at 7512668or 253,
meg route. $3000 each,
2394.
4,0 per cent down. Call
436-2427.
48 Automotive Service
16 Homes For sale

OUT OF THIS WORLD!

Sewer
ns for
High
•liege
corn5tate
anted
:tions
ystem
reets,
is an
•loyer
Action

FOR SALE by owner; lot
for mobile home, septic
tank,city water, electric
service pole, 'driveway,
sewed down, ready for
your mobile home , in
ACRES
SCENIC
SUBDIVISION. it mile
from East Elementary
School. Immediate
possission. Call James,
-Bob, or 'Jimmy Futrell
at 753-7668 or 753-2394.

THREE BEDROOM steel
siding,
furnished,
garage.
separate
Located in Kirksey,
$15,000. Call 489-2492.

Ti

51. Services Offered
BROTHERS &
BYAR.S
FOR SALE, 1974 OldGeneral home
SON
smobile Royale, power
framing,
remodeling,
ahd air, low mlleage,
siding and
aluminum
good condition, $2650•
gutters. Call 1-3544951
Call 753-6564.
or 1-362-4895,
077 CHEVY LUV pickup, Pioneer AM-FM
Cassette, buckett seats,
needs body work, 11,000
FENCE SALES at Sears
miles, 42200. 753-8776.
now. Call Sears 753-2310
ifor free estimates for
1919 CAMARO,$1650. Call
your needs.
after 5:30 474-2392.
MOBILE HOME AN•,. 1973 -SUPER BEETLE
CHORS, underpinning
VW, extra clean inside
awnings, camorts and
roofs sealed. Call Jack
07
after 5, 753-48Glover 753-1873 after 5
'
41:3f
p.m. or weekends.
eel 1971 IMPALA, 4-Door
sedan, power steering
and brakes, air conditioned, must sell, $400.
7

49 Used Cars 8 Trucks
1971
THUNDERBIRD,
and runs good.
looks
1971 VW VAN, good .
-1568 after 5 P:m •
t-ati 436
condition. Call 759-1657.

QUALITY SERVICE
Company Inc. Air condition sales and service. Modern sheet
metal
department.
Larry
Wisehart,
Preeident. Phone 7539290. -

51. Services Offered
WET BASEMEN
make wet basements
dry, work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A. Paducah,
Ky. 42001. Phone day
or night 442-7026.

51. Services Offkred
CARPET CLEANING at
reasonable rates.
Prompt and efficient.
Custom Carpet Care,
• 753-1335.

ELEC- - ALL TYPES backhoe and
LICENSED
TRICIAN and gas inseptic tank work. Field
do
will
tile lines _installed,- 28
. stallation
„.-plumbing, heating,
years
experience.
sewer cleaning. Call 753Licensed through Health
7203.
Department. Call Rex
Camp, 753-5933.
FOR TOUR septic tankBLOWN
and backhoe work
INSULATION
needs. Also septic tank
IN by Sears save on
cleaning. Call John
these high heat and
Lane. Phone 753-0669 or
cooling bills. Call Sears
free
436-5348. ,
for
753-2310
estimates.
LICSN-S-ED ELECef,J HYDRAULICS.
B
prompt
TRIclibli.
_
Service calls- or ra-shop
ficient service. No job
reFilir of hydraulic'
too small. Call Ernest
parts, jack rebuilding,
White 753-0605.
prices starting at $17.50.
Hwy 1346 off 94 East.
DO YOU need stumps
Call 436-2788.
removed from your yard
. or land cleared of
stumps? We can remove --. WALL HANGINGS made
any design' or style,
stumps up to 24"
available for your home,
beneath ground. Leaves
office, or store. Call 759only sawdust and chips
1145.
Call for free Estimate,
Steve Shaw, 753-9490 or
Bob Kemp, 435-4343.

1973 RIVERIA, excellent'
UM OLDS Delta 88, 4condition, AM-Fm • 8
door, hard top, has AM- .track stereo, tilt, cruise
FM 8 track stereo, air,
control, power seats,
power steering and - windows, ahd locks, 6300
brakes, good condition.
actual miles, $2800. Call SPECIAL OFFER
. inCall 492-8322.
474-2371.
troducing new virtyl
siding by Alcoa: Free
1974 LTD Country Squire
1971 TRIUMPH TR-6, .gutters with vinyl or
Station Wagon. All
-conexcellent
$3000,
Carters
aluminum siding. Call
power and air. In extra
dition. Call 753-9920. and
all
Brothers
of
Byars
Studio
ING
SPRAYPAINT
good condition with new
362or
roofs,
354-8951
Sons,
Portraits
Metal
kinds.
1Phone
tires. $1750.00.
1978 JEEP Cherokee, 4
4895. •
8 Weddings
barns, farms and
354-6217.
wheel drive, loaded with
Ralph
Call
homes.
extras,low mileage. 753753-8298
Worley, 436-2563.
FOR SALE,1975 Dodge 43710 after 6 p.m.
wheel drive, power
steering and brakes, 1970 DODGE pick-up,
Nornbiokls Barber Shop .
EtCkirING, , excellent
automatic transmission,
automatic transmission
209 Walnut Stree
references Call 753-1.486
white spoke • wheels,
NEW OFFICE MRS
air, power steering,
ask
3:30,
and
7
between
7:30 til 5:00
$3106. Call 435-4383 after
tinted glass and topper,
Monday-Friday -- 7:30-2:30 Saturday
- for Shelley.
6 p.m.
extra clean, excellent.,
$1.25
Shave
Price Hair cut Xeso .Price
condition, a bargain at
FOR SALE, 1966 Ford
• A TING INTERIOR,
Call 753-3685..
$1350. Call 1-901-642exterior. -Also dry wall
Fairland, engine and
exyears
good
in
10
finishing.
transmission
condition, $200. 753-8290
perience. Call 436-2563,
50 Campers
or 759-4579.
Ralph Worley.
WHITE'S. CAMPER
FOR SALE 1950 FORD
or
TREES
SALES your starcraft NEED
pick-up truck flat head
or
mit
dealer. you've ,got a
shrubbery
V-8 motor fully restored_
good thing going with
trimmed? _Cat George
Hooks Tires, Wheels & Accessories
. to original condition.
Starcraft. Compete line
Laridolt, 753-4707.
413 Norih 4th Street
New upholstered and-travel trailers, pop ups,
carpet. AM-FM- -radio - - parts and accessories. WATER,WELLS. Smith
and 8 track tape piayer.
Drilling Co., 24 in. wells.
used
Toppers and
.
4WI
'
.
4"111 4°
4
Real good tires. Call
Call 1-527-1836 after 5'
'campers. East 94 Highafter 5 p.m.„901-642-7010.
way, 4 miles from, p.m.
Murray. Call 753-0605.
BARKLEY UKE
19'77 FIREBIRD _ForBEAUTIFY your home
•
mula, steering. brakes, 1972 BONANZA camper,
with lightweight easy-to5 bedroom brick, two full
level,
'T'wo
18', self contained, Can._ install Eldorado Stone.
,air, AM-FM tape, black
huge utility room, 2
baths,
ceramic
and gold, extra sharp, , 753-1934 days or 753-1861 _ No costly footings or
i _kitchen with_
carpeted
fully
fireplaces,
.nights.
$4950. 753-3023.
foundations. 100 percent
•
car detached
Two
lot.
large
built-ins,
masonary
fireproof
nice guest apartment above.
1968 AUSTIN American-4 1971 COLEMAN,596, popwith
garage
product. Less then the
up, sleeps 6, many exdoor automatic, 1966
cost of natural stone.
Owner has other interest. Pric-e--tras. Excellent. conVolkswagon motor, 1965
for interior or ex-Ose
$110,000.
dition, $900. Call 436- _
VW transmission and
FOR TIRES, in-the-field
•-terior. An excellent do)4U4.
Ohio Valley Real Estate
farm tire service, truck
front end. Call 753-5913
it-yourself projeeter-we
tire service; front end
after4 p.m.
will rastall. Buy direct
701 West9th, Owensboro,Ky.42301
PASC LL Ci.t.MPEILS --from
alignment, brakes,
our factory.
Sales your nomad
shocks, tune-ups, acTimber-Lodge Stone and
Travel Trailer dealer, Fireplace, 706
N.
cessortes. and prompt
new models in stock.
--service,. phone AdMarket Street, Paris,
Hwy.641 5 miles south of
vanced, Inc.. 759-4788. FORD customized van.
Tenn. 38242. Mine 901Murray" Open MondayC.B.,
stereo,
642-1328.
Hasll track
Saturday. Phone 492TRUCK TIRE Sale - AM -FM
8186.
speakers
Hiway tread, 700x15", 6
teleision,
ply, $27.57 plus $2.85
front and rear, couchFET, 750x16", 8 ply,
bed, ice box, sink,aorta$35.39 plus $3.59 FET.
potti, carpeted air
Wallin
Hardware,
conditioned. Call 753Paris.
0476
ARROWHEAD CAMPtit
sales has the new
fiberglass cargo cover,
Hwy 80 East, Mayfield,
Ky. 247-8187.
We rebuild hydraulic and air equipment. We have
high pressure hoses and fittings.
Hwy. 1346 off 84 East

411 440 410-4111141041W411441
COMING SOON

-

PHONE
502-685-4961

B IL J HYDRAULICS

MASONARY

Waldrop Real Estate
Is having on Open House at lakeuray Shores Sunday, July 2, From 1:00 10 6:00 P.m.

HOUSE FOR SALE by
Ar'-csoor-411.
owner. 1614 Kirkwood
Dr. 3 bedroom, 1 's
-Lake View IAA. Very efficient year around- lel,
baths, I,V, entry hall, --home. $26,000.
......
den with dining area,
"-kitchen with build-in
stove and plenty of
tocated at the corner of 3rd and Main Streets
cabinet space, utility
and known as the Walbs Grocery Building. This
room, -electric heatsin an excellent location for any retail business.
fenced back yard with
Priced realistically. Phone ouroffice,„(er_more
tool shed and 10
details.
producing fruit trees.
Call 753-8128or 753-7906.
•
HOME FOR SALE by
owner...2-bedisieliet frame
4 miles north on Hwy.
After Nears Call
641. Newly decorated
711
Main
With' Clara Humphrey- 753-2403
throughout
Ph. 753-1222
beautiful kitchen. Call •
Harry Pittiateas 492-4302
1141 Rayburn 759 4900
us today for an ex14.-T-Wrildrep463-1390
Geri Astisrsaa 753-7932 Goorss Gialoglior 7534129
Broker
buy _ 753-7646
ceptional
•
Pill X spit•tv41 753-11122
or 753-1513.
Numm.

Phone
1-901-243-4651
1974 STAHCRArt
Starmaster 8, excellent
condition. Call 345-2028
. Mayfield after 5 p.m.
GUTTERING BY SEARS
Sears continuous gutter
installed per your
Call
specifications.
Sears 753-2,310 for free
estimates.
PROFESSIONAL window
cleaner. Private homes
stores, ...herne
and
repairs. 20 years experience. Call 90117825981.

Want a good location? A nicely landscaped yard? A private back yard' A
Then take a look at this home located at 1605
brick patio and gas
include central gasheat. central electric air
features
Drive,,Other
Magnolia
and central vacuum. Hardwood floors have recently been carpeted over,
may inspect theproperty by calling 753-7411. Offered at i39.900.

JOHN SMITH, REALTOR
- Village Center, US 641 N.
Phone 7524411 Anytime

OR
Ron Taleht 753-9894
Jim Herndon 75e-11154

Cindy Giunble 759-1396
'Linda McKinney 2534576

•
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Funerals]

U.S. Embassy Recommends Retaliatory
Moves Atainst Soviet Journalists

Sermon Topics For BrO. John Dale
Are Listed For Sunday's Services

Serving the Lord's. Supper
will be Jim Ragsdale, Ronnie
Sills, Noah Wheatly, and Max
Farley. Marilyn Howard will
-1 feel that asking probilig
MOSCOW (AP)- The U.S. trial "seems to be a.challenge Soviet State Coidurittee of challenged the ex-champ's
be the teen nursery helper.
is part of my j
questions
to your past and current Radio and Television stems statements that his MAW=
has recommended
Joe Garland, Bud Gibbs, Keith Embassy
*aid Ofthe
reporter
the
co-religionists
could
freely
against
reporting on dissidents," as from stories in which the two
moves
Higgins, and Glen Gibbs will retaliatory
journalists in 'the, well as a warning to quote only reporters quoted friends and practice Islam there.
William Kenneth Palmer of
serve on the extension Soviet
United States for crackdowns Soviet officials or "run a relatives of Soviet Georgian
Route 3.. Murray died at 5:10
department
American correspondents serious risk of being tried for dissident
GarnZviad
p.m. Friday. He was stricken
Men serving the audience on
Western
libel or slander."
Moscow,
his
in
saying
as
sakhurdia
ill at his home and was
for the Lord's Supper during
Whitney and Piper ap- televised confession had been
sources say.
diplomatic
pronounced dead on arrival at
Gibbs,
July will be Bud
The nature of the coun- peared in court during the day "fabricated" by authorities._
.the Murray-Calloway County
HENDERSON, Ky.(AP)
RichardDeke, Roger Garner,
PADUC,A14,. Ky. I AP )- —
termeatures recommended to on charges of slandering
The judge Can order a
Hospital. He was 61 years of
Edwin
The 'Henderson City Coin.ROwland,
Gary
vehicles
works
public
City
State Department was not Soviet television with articles retraction and impose fines on
age and was the retired rural
Greenfield, Terry Roberson. the
soon will be given high- mission is considering 'a ben
specified
bythe sources, who about a dissident, and the American journalists.
mail carrier for the Kirksey
Eulice
Ed A. Thomas,
visibility identification on outdoor burning in -the
asked not to be identified But presented statements saying There is no known provision
post office. He served for 31
Moubray, Wayne Wilson,
numbers to help residents wake of a fire in the city's
others said the State the disputed stories were fair for a jail term, but some
years as the carrier and
Prentice Thomas, Freed
vehicle:, and workers warehouse district that
identify
Department already has "both to my sources arid to the: sources speculate the two
retired four years ago.
Cotham,.and Lenith Rogers.
when making a complaint,, caused an estimated $1 milli*
.
in Soviet correspon- authorities."
could be loared up for conBorn on January 21, 1917 in
Nursery attendants for Julys---palled
according
to city Manager in damage._
L.E.
Judge
Almazov tempt of court if they do not
dents.to _check their credenCalloway County, he was the
will be Connie Evans, Irene. James C. Tidwell.Tidwell City Manager Dick Brol
rejected the statements, the appear at next Friday's
tials. .
son of the late Alfred
Young, Alison Wilferel, Sue
residents to contact said the ordinance probably
invited
tear
§
later,
,
gave
reporter
said
a
action,
proposed
The
Alta
and
hearing
Edward Palmer
,,
Adams, Sue Miller, .Terri,
when they will be drawn up within a few
officials
city
file
-to
iudil
new
Monday
to the. Soviet slander them
The new Soviet poke at
James Palmer. ,
Roberts, Janice. Roe;" answer
are _dart laerify_ the Matra
city
employees
'believe
R.
Craig_
and
set
replies
another
reporters
of
wife,
trial
his
include
_
Aittoseaw-birsed ALS_
Survivors
Charlotte Lamb, 4o-Ann
- ictinu regulations
Jobe.not
their
doing
1iàfiiijör
York
next
Friday.
hearing for
Whitney of The New
nalists came Friday when the
Mrs,-Louise Radford Palmer
--Humphreys, Dana Scarnot out -to start a „Henderson is the only town
"We're
of
Piper
Whitney
said
'Piper
and
D.
Harold
and
one
Times
Murray,
Sport
newspaper Sovietsky
of - Route 3,
brough, and Tammi Crouse,witch-hunt, but we Want I've wocked in that permits
Baltimore Sun, came Sbviet media coverage of their said questions put to All by
daughter, Mn. Annette Jones
July bus drivers will be Jack The
to call if they have open burning" Brown said
residents
a
judgment'
indicates
new
a
case
with
simultaneously
son,
one
Bierbauer
ABC's . Charles
of Novato, - Calif.;
Rose, Jerry Bolls, Thomas
or complaints Wednesday. "I've always
questions
any
jab at an American against them is inevitable, showed the television reporter
Michael Palmer of Route 1,
Schroeder, and Garry Evans. Soviet
city
employees," preferred a ban, but we have
about
Whittaker,
Bill
Dr.
Rev.
The
conwere
asking
they
said
and
for
reporter
Miss
television
sister,
was "of the type that come to
Kirksey, one
Counting the contribution
Tidwell Said.
operated under the assurnChristelle Palmer of Route 1, pastor of the First Baptist for the third quarter will-be "provocative qikestions'' of sidering not taking partin the out, country not to establish
that weal_ ar
•
of
majority_
a
said
Tidwell
"Born
on.
speak
will
Church,
the
men
consult
to
plan
trial.-Both
during
All
Muhammad
Lowell
frielkdly ties among peoples."
Murray; four brothers,
CarT.
Jon
Stafford
'Curd,
,
hardare
Eity
'
employees
from
boxer's Soviet tour last month. with legal counsel and their
allows burning in the daylight
During All's tour, he visited
Palmer of Route 1, Kirksey, Free" with scripture
penter. Max Farley, Ted
working, but the city wants to hours."
Curtis Palmer and Raymond Acts 22:22-29 at the 10:45 arp. Howard, Art Jewell, Joe - U.S. Ambassador Malcolm papers' executives in the Moslem _areas in Soviet- 'who .
Central Asia where Bierbauer' identify those workers
Palmer of Route 1, Murray, worship services on Sunday. Parker, Russell Curd, Joe Tom told American journal- coming week. -•
goof-oft'
to
"tend
-Piper
deacon
Whitney
City Attorney Ron Sheffer
Billington,
Guy
2.
the
the
July
by
today
The
brought
suit
ists
and Hugh Palmer of Route 1,
Garland, Charles Humphrey,
has begtin -researching local
- of the week will assist in the Paul Kelly, and David Wright.
,
Kirksey, three step daughters
MARION, Ky. (AR) - and state regulations to see.
Mrs. Yvonne Melton of Henry services.'
Assistant Warren County whether the warehouse
Wayne Halley, minister of
Street, Murray. Mrs. Iva Lee
schools • superintendent -,aintriet fire's origin as an
Jackson of Route 5, Murray music, will sing re solo. -God
Charles Campbell has been outdoor trash tiiirning was
and
Land,"
Native
Our
Bless
(Pamela)
Charles
Mrs.
and
named superintendent of the illegal.
sing
will
Choir
Church
the
Van Dyke of Jackson.Tenn.;
FRANKFORT, Ky.( AP) -- surance rates for nearly a fifth percent statewide for private -Crittenden County school' Brown said the status of the
A step-father-in-law and "Mine Eyes Have Seen the
regulations is unclear because
The ordinance of The Lord's A proposal by the State Farm of Kentucky's motorists by 9.9 cars, although it -would go system, effective July 10.
mether-in-laW, Mr. and Mrs. Glory" at the morning hour.
Campbell replaces retiring the state apparently has
Steve
service
Insurance
evening
Mutual
Automobile
the
At
percent.
for
by
percent
the
at
down
4.2
observed
1,
be
will
Route
Supper
of
_Nesbitt
,
W.
T.
superintendent -Edward_ revised its guidelines since
State Farm, which writes 15 commercial vehicles.Hazel, alsasurvive,along with Hussung will sing a solo, and L0:50 ALM: service, and the Co. would raise automobile in.•
Hiokey.
polauto
will-sing
the
choir
of
they were adopted by the city
church
percent
18
the
to
the
at
of
five
baptism
oriftharice
and
grandchildren
--four
- - The reverse would be'true ...The selection followed a
Dr.
has
Land."
The
Kentucky,
in the mid-1960s.
Is
in
•'Holy
icies
seven p.m. service of the
step grandchildren.
fpr comprehensive coverage, *month search by the
requested an increase in
Funeral arrangements are Whittaker will speak on the:- Memorial Baptist t'hurch on
where private cars would be !
sure if they are
"We're not Crittenden County school
Is
would
Silence
that
-When
premiums
Sunday. July 2.
incomplete at this time. The subject,
an average 5 percent,.J 'board which reviewed 13 in effect here now or not, but
reduced
$4.8
from
scripture
additional
an
with
Yellow"
generate
Funeral
services
both
Speaker
"for
-Coleman
Blalock
"Summer Fatigue" will be
with commercial vehicles applications.
in the meantime we are not
will be the church pastor, the the subjedt of the sermon by million annually.
has charge of Amos 5:13;.7-7447.
Home
up about 11.7 percent.
going
issuing any permits fee .
is
Campbell,
35,
native
a
of
of
has'
minister
request
,
the
on
-MoodyT.
(.
hearing
A
friends
His
White.
Jerrell
and
Rev.
arrangements
the Rev. Buzz Rabatin, pastor
The proposed increases Calhoun and holds a master's burning until the corrimissitip
may call at a time -tts be an- education, will assist in the morning topic will be "The of. the First Presbyterian been set for July 13-before the
in various parts of-the- degree in education front passes, a new set of
differMontana
Insurance
The
services.
Kentucky
from
You"
scripture
New
with
later.
nounced
Church, at the 10 a.m. worship
WesternKentucky
University. regulations," Brown added
•
stile.
Missionteam to leave Friday, Ephesians 4:22-24, and his services on Sunday, July 2. at Regulatory Board. • ...
_
July 7, Will be commissioned .evertIng topic will be the church.
--The board will alst7 cider
at the close of the evening ''CtierfreterTilltt
Of
His scripture reading will be that day a request byllie State
service
Christian" with scripture from Matthew 11:25-30:'Kathy ,Farrn Fire,and Casualty Co.
premium
Sunday School will be at 9:30 from Ephesians 4:25-32.
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free
Mowery- will -direct the choir for a $514,000 annual
and Accepted Masons will a.m.
J. T. Lee, deacon of the witla Stest.e Clark as organist. increase.
The purpose.of this little Irte inform you that "The_ flenetem-1111cMeeitt auk;
Volunteer nursery workers week, will assist in the ser- The subject for the'
Deorge 0. Burt, assistant
meet Monday. July 3, at 7:30
p.m. At the lodge hall. located will be Mrs. Charles Mc- vices and direct the song children's sermon__vice president of State Farm - decided to dissolve this corporation.
as individual
Starting July 1, 1978 the eighteen doctors of the clinic will start %act'
on Highway: 121 North at Daniel, Mrs. David Travis, service with Margaret Wilkins "God's Team." A nursery is --Mitual, in a letter accomman
groep
three
or
two
separate
a
of
member
a
as
or
private
proctioners
cited
Bruce
Mrs.
request,
Mrs.
Road.
Blalock.
on
rate
Robertson
the
panying
as organist and Jane Rogers provided for the services
Johnny
Registration, cashier:Inc/Meg of insurance, charging, billing, collet:tiny mid all other adincreasing average claim
Work will be in the first King, Mrs. Martha Boyden, fattiest.
functions will be perforate(' at each individuiii.doctoryaffice. Therefore, if it
ministrative
of
are
and
Mr.
'areas
Masons
Schrnelter,
Pat
Miss
most
.
in
all
costs
degree and
Sunday School will be at 9:40
necesforrto discuss an (KA
necessary .for you to see your doctor for health ciao of
coverage. •
urged to attend, said Jimmy__ Mrs. Mike Colyott, and Mr. a.m._and Church Training at
Yt$y.
office
.
doctor's
your
confect
lodge.
BotdiTurnbow.
increase
this,
IM
the
should
of
you
matter,
the
of
wester
ministrative
Bag,
He said most
PM.
. _Regarding ”the Houston-McDevitt Clinic, Inc."
being sought is in bodily injury
11s
,
operatim June 25,197
1) Laboratory - -The Houston-McDevitt ainic".011oratory will
The ,Adult Great Books and property damage liability
Discussion Group -will meet coverage, where the proposed
All laboratory work after this date will be doneJerthe Hospital and the Hospital will bill you fee
Mcinthly, July 3, at sev' en p.m: increases would average 19.9
this service. Service received prior to tun* 2)(197il soilleppeer on your Clinic bill.
at the CallowaY-County Public 'percent statewide for private
2.) Pharmacy -"The Houston-McDevitt CI*,.lac." Pharmacy was sold and misted
•
Library.
. passenger cars and 13.7
operation on May 21, 1978:Items received from the pharmacy prior to May 21, 1978 willpiTher.
- A -- Burnt Out-rile by_..-percent for - commercial
Da your Clinic bill.
Graham Greene- will be the- vehiclar.
-1.- ) Warty (a) Th•-‘111,1e receive les-July 1978 from,"The Marston-McDevitt-Chit;leg."
Personal Injury protection,
book to be discussed by the,
Amite*Clinic for all services yee received for alsidrihe Oleic
1 yenta-lithe totalluemi
or no-fault coverage,would be • has'NOt tereivettlagyemet. Melia will be for items or services received from 'tie Houstongroup.
.
--oriettil-ter-r-inereased by
McDevitt Clinic, ."iisereterl,jliirmocy, x-ray &W,111111M11111Wtt Tdildi'n1111.111
attend, a_ library spokesma,n
re-billing charges,11111411611 supplies, etc. This IAwIN eRt itched* the individenl fee of she
said.
Dotter to visited. EGA individeal doctor will bill yew for services as you hive received from
charged, and have not paid for as yet.
Minimum
.(b) The July, 1978 Clinic bill will be a computer type bill. The Mote- t, 1/71 bill and alt subEffective
Rats
Term
:Minot 11:114c bills will not be computer type bills.
Deposit
Usual-Tiolt
(c) Since the Clinic is dissolving, you should have yourhill paid in full within a reasonable
8 Year
$1,000
ats are still availa' for
8.33%
of time make special payment arrangements with the Clinic Credit Office.
length
11Year
the bus trip by the Si:Mar
$1,000
8.06%
4.) insurance Filing -- The Clinic Insurance and Medicare Offices will centimes feeetioning ustil
Citizens to the Old Shaker
4 Year
$1,0007.79%
August 1, 1978, The Clinic will assist you in filing insurance chins for all serUnion
approximately
,South
at
House
Center
of
Church
The.
University
30 Months
6.75%
81,000
6.98%
Christ will hear Bre,: Kenneth in LOOP' County, Ky:, on- vices/items received prior to June 25, 19711.(
1 or 2 Year
$1,000
-.44096
6.72%
Note: Insurance claims for all services/items received after hone 25, 19741 will be filed by your
Hoover speak at the 10:30 a.m. TuesdaY, July 18.
90 Day - '
MO Minimum
and six p.m. worship services ..iteservations at a cost of
doctor's office.
5.75%
on Sunday. July 2. Ernie $9.00-should be made with the
Golden Passbook
Deposit
5.92%
Wir horse 30, 1978 the following addresses and telephone numbers will he effective for -The
office.
Citizens
Senior
Zalley
will
the
song
direct
itt Clinic, Inc.."
Houston-McDev
No Minimum
Regular Passbook
_service and W H. Brooks will Murray, as soon as possible
5.39%
5.25%
ADDRESS
PHONE
OFFiCE
Deposit
This cost will be $3.50 for meal
make the announcements.
Ky.
Murray,
St.,
4th
N.
107
753-1340
Administrator
At the mornign hour Bro. and $5.50 for the bui tripMurray, Ky.
St.,
N.
153-1340
4th.
107
Bookkeeper
The bus will leave Murray
Hoover will speak on -The
107 N. 4th St., Murray, Ky.
7-753-1340
Business Office
Blood of Christ III" with about four pin., and aerive
W. 4th St., Murray, Ky.
107
•
753-1340
Credit Office
scripture from I John 11-10. back at Murray about mid4th St., Murray,-Ky.
N.
107
753-1340
Information
"Ancboring The Soul" with).Tam
Minimum Deposit
107 N. 4th St., Murray,Iy.
Guaranteed Rats
753-1340
Insurance
scripture !rem Hebrews 6:1320 will be the evening subject.
753-1340
107 N. 4th St., Murray, Ky.
Medicare
6 Months
/
1
$10,000
4% More
Assisting in the services will
be Sherrill Gargus, ciarY
After June 30, 1978, the following addresses and telephone numbers will be effective for each
than U.S. Treasury
Taylor, Rob Gingles, JMift
doctor. If it is necessary to see a doctor for health care or it is necessary to discuss an adThe Murray-Calloway
Bill lipte
Lawson, and Harold Grogan.
•
ministrative matter that involves your doctor then you should call your doctor's office directly.
Serving The lord's Supper County .Ministerial
Based on Each Week's Treasury Auction.
will be Roger Wilson; Toett'-4ssociation will meet at the
SPECIALTY
ADDRESS
PHONE
NAME
„I.arry Wright, Baptist Church'in Kirksey, on
Ballart
This Week's Rate 7.64%
5.
July
Wednesday.
Charley Bazzell, Tim Erwin,
A toffee-fellowship time will
.loey West. Max game,Tony
Pediatrics',.
Aydin, Clegg F
5th L Walnut, Murray, Ky.
753-7315
Interest on all savings are Compoundid gaily
Thompson, and TodIfit'y fteid. be at 9:30 am., followed by
General Practice
Milford R. Battey
Nur:Wry supervisors wia be the meeting at- 10-:00 nem..
& Psychiatry
803 Peller $54.*Iersey, Ky.
753 0857
For the convenience Of those'
Lillian
Dunn, • Floye -Fitts-,--Family Practice
.Cterk, Charles 11.
Early Withdrawal Requires a Substantial Interest Penalty
307 S. ellt-St:i Niamey, Ky.
0213
753,
BertSt Page, Renee Taylor, attending, the First United
011-GYN
Cools, Gene 305 S. 8th St., Murray, Ky.753-9300
will
bus
"
Methodist Church
Greta Gargus, and Edwin
08-GYN
Richard R
Cunningham,
S. 12th St., Murray, Ky.
715
759-15SO
leave the Methodist Church
Key.
EENT
C.
James
Hart,
Poplar St., Attiray, Ky.
g05
7S3-3131
15
9.
at,
parking
lot (Murray,
Bible study will be held
Gee. Surgery
Hol
Houston,
Peltier St., Murrdy, Ky,
803
753-0836
a.m. to go to Kirksey.
9:30 a.m. Sunday_
Gen. Prectice-,
Houston, Hugh
107 Poplar S4., Murray, Ky.
753-0642
Gen Practice
Hughes, Donald G
803 Poplar St., Murray, Ky.
7512622
MUM MOW
Family Practice
Matson, Richard
LENDER
Lone Oak Rd., Paducah, Ky.
1532
442-0683
Urology
Jackson, H. S.
805 Poplar St., Murray, Ky.
753-9240
OB GYN
Jones, Conrad SI
305 S. 8th St., Murray, Ky.
753.9300
Radiology
Kelly, Prue
Hospital, 2nd Flak, Murrey, Ky.
759-1105
Gen, Surgery
Lowry, C C
807 Poplar St., Murray, Ky.
753-3355
Family Practice
Marquardt, R. Gary
803 Poplar St., Murray, Ky.
7S3-0704
Gen Practice
P'Pool, Billy
901 Coldwater Rd., Murray, Ky.
753-1351
Allergy
Stout, Richard H
5th S. Walnut, Murray, Ky.
753-7451
Radiology
Wilson, William
Hospital, 20 rioor, Murray, Ky.
759 1805

William Palmer,
Retired Mailman,
Dies Friday

"Applying What We Learn"
with scripture from Acta 18:7
and 8, will be the subject of the
sermon by Bro. John Dale at
the 8:30 and 10:40 a.m. worthip services on Sunday, July
2, at the Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ.
The evening sermon topic.
will be "The Jericho Road
Runs Round The World" with
scripture from-black 10:46-52.
Assisting in the services will
be Jack Ward, Mark Pugh,
Terry McDougal, Jerry
Ainley, Lonnie Furr, Ron
McNutt, Jerry Bolls, Mall'
Manners, Roy Harmon. Ottis
Valentine, Bob LaMastus,
Sam Wylie. and Raymond

,.NEWS IN BRIEF... t

Baptist Church To
Hear Minister At
Both Services

Memorial Church
To Observe Two
Ordinances Sunday

State Fa rmAsks for Hike
Presbyterians To
Hear Rev. Rabatin

Murray Lodge Will
Meet On Monday

••••

NOTICE

Adult Great Books
Group Plans Meet —

ft.

Look What Your Money
Can Do For-You!

Savings. Plans that Offer -you-maximum _
allowable rates for any insured financial in-stitution.

Senior Citizens Ta
Take Special Trip

University Church
110-Hear Minister;Bro. Hoover, Speak

Money Market Certificate I

Ministerial Group
To Meet, Kirksey
•

I

CORN-AUSTIN

FSLIC
•••

"NW ••••••• ININ•111

array

CLOSED JULY 3 & 4

•••

'

- de
- 8• nla

•

‘!!`"*"

)if

July Clearance Sale

Savingsr-.
Opening In
'
August
Murray &sigh Bran/ft,-4118.'3th

f•-)r

July 5 (219 O()

7

4rIt is realized that the above changes may be somewhat confusing and somewhat inconvenient
Pore etitorethirlfswever,1e-stowewtwrrif lowtyvtariontritfirrIvetertVIIMIlr
located and the overaaJlealth care delivery system for you, the patient, vrM bevel improved.
If we con be of any assistance Atria§ These continued transitional periods since the fire,
please call Of write us Thank eau for year ceepmetion and understanding.
The Staff of Houston-McDevitt Clink
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